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Mr. Smith’s Pictures Works Among Young
Civic League Man Shows In Pastor and World War Of
teresting Snaps—Urges
ficer To Be At Littlefield
•Vote No” Program
Church Sunday
Frederick W. Smith showed
b . meticn picture “Fight the Good
f-.'tit" before a large and interested
Kiience Thursday night in the
p
Baptist Church. This picture
s, • npiled from photos taken by
\ji “mil'll in his work as superin,,
of ihe Maine Christian'
Ciui League, and shows some very,
rnP cenic effects in a wide ranee
JIvH* ilie •ootato fields csf Aroostook ,
rw

,, the White Mountains—all in na
tural colors.
Many of the fine old church
edifi « in the State were shewn and
,rany well knewn personages. An
t. iisttal picture of the State Capi
tol at Augusta and views of the
•..gslative bodies in assembly; picof Mr. Smith as he appeared at
hearings in the last Legislature and
fla-hes of tiie news stories concern

Dr. Prank Littorin

Dr. Frank T. Littorin of Water
ville will be the guest speaker at
Interior views were shown of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
church congregations, the small
Church Sunday.
He will also
ual groups, the town and large
(,7a"Jmblies. the schools, both'*!*** at the services in St. George
: ra! and urban, some of the fine and Owls Head,
butidings. the normal schools and* Dr. Littorin comes here from a
colleges, with assemblies and groups very busy life as the director of
cf students.
Mr. Smith has ad- the Department of Christian Edu(he sed or shown motion pictures, cation and Evangelism of the
I, shows Mr Smith at work in his United
Baptist Convention of
efflee at Waterville, with his active Maine. As a worker among young
office help, and photos of sample people, he Ls outstanding, and
letters he receives dally from peo- many have entered the Christian
pie asking the help of the League ministry as a result of his inspir.n problems where liquor and other ing leadership.
:,ee evils are involved—pictures
An officer in the first World
-hewing the liquor havoc on the War; a graduate of Gordon Colhighway with the toll of lives taken, lege, there receiving the degrees of
Seme of the best pictures were S.T.M. and S.T.D.; and a successthose taken at the Young People’s ful pastor in one of the' larger
Summer Conferences of the various Massachusetts churches. Dr. Litchurch denominations last year, torin comes with a wealth of exShowlng hundreds of Maine’s finest perience.
vouth in groups, assemblies and
The following is a. schedule of
clcseups. seme of whom were recog- , his activities for this Sunday:
nized by the audience.
9 a- m.—St. George First BapOne could not help being im- tlst. theme, “Why Life's Probpretsed as to the power and far lems?"
reaching influence of the church
10-30 a. m.—Littlefield Memorial
in action as embodied In the co- Baptist Church, theme, “I Will
operative work of the Civic League, Build My Church.
and especially w-ith what Mr. Smith.
H « a. m.—Sunday School,
personally, Ls doing. A generous 2.30 p. m.-Gwls Head Baptist,
offering for the work was given.
theme, “Christian Experience."
Mr Smith stated that he consid5-00 p. m.—Littlefield Memorial
ered the present Liquor Commission Baptist: "Conference for Christian
was do ng a good piece of work at Workers
enforcement of the law; 115 beer
6 p. m—Young People’s Confcrplaces have lost their licenses and cnce, Littlefield Memorial Baptist,
service.
theme,
some cf the most notorious hotels
7.15 Evening
in the cities have been cleaned up.
Christians In a World Gene
Mr. Smith stated that the biggest Mad.
problem
before theenforcement
The public is invited to any or
officer is the bootleg liquor that is all of these services and avail itpcoding
the State from illicit self of this opportunity of hearing
sources. He reminded the voters a man with the experience and
that a Local Option campaign is due ability of Dr. Littorin.
this Fall and believed that if an
-----------------early vigorous ”v<^e no” campaign TX
Yrtll Want Wnrlf?
ns put on much dry territory could UU 1 OU n ani nOrK*
ing them.

Mr. Smith also stated that in the If YOU Do the Employment
tmnd of many eminent medical men
Service Will Listen To
alcoholism is the gravest health
Your Request
problem in America today. Also
The United States Employment
mentioned that a sober soldiery was
Service
has openings for Civil Serv
necessary to national defense.
ice positions for carpenters with
four or mere years’ experience.
Buy Defense Bonds and 6tamps
These men will be trained as shipfitters and will receive a base pay
of $106 per hour while learning.
Several platform trucks and driv
ers are wanted for logging opera
tions to haul wood cn a per cord
basis. This work is out of town.
Shoe workers are needed both for
shops in Maine and out of the state.
There is an urgent call for a man
who can qualify as a hotel desk
clerk for day duty. Also, there is
GLEN COVE
an immediate opening for a grocery
W Mt VI HALL GOOD MUSIC cielk in a local store.
Automobile mechanics with four
10-11
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So much criticism has been heard this week concerning
the exceedingly dirty condition of Main street, that it seems
impossible to pass the matter by without some explanation
tending to show that dirty streets are not our specialty. When
the Street Railway tracks were exhumed1—with every inten
tion of bettering traffic conditions—somebody hit upon the
plan of using a filler which should never have been em
ployed, and which seems to have plunged us into no end:
of trouble and deserved criticism. When a heavy rain comes
it washes this filler all over the street and sidewalks. A per
sistent highway department puts in another lot, and when the
sun dries it you have a condition which is an anathema to
everybody who likes cleanliness. A mistake was made, and
the correction of that mistake awaits the day when the frost
is out, and a permanent filler may be substituted. You will
probably recall what David Harum said about fleas. The same
applies to the gosh awful dirt which is flying around Main
street; it makes us forget the Germans and the Japs—to say
nothing of being a camouflage.

CAMDEN DOES ITSELF PROUD
Camden has been “to town” twice in the past fortnight,
first with the annual banquet of the Fire Department and
secondly with the annual banquet of the Chamber of Com
merce, each event being attended by 200 persons who repre
sented an excellent cross-section of that beautiful and bust
ling municipality. The two occasions reflect numerically and
otherwise the vast pride which Camden feels in its highly
organized Fire Department which has made such satisfactory
strides under Chief Allen F. Payson, and in its business
organization which has advanced so steadily under the direc
tion of President Reed and Secretary Foxwell.

HELP IS ON THE WAY
The public learns with a high degree of satisfaction that
this country is sending reinforcements to its hard pressed
forces in the Far East. Night after night as we have listened
to the radio reports, there has been pressed home on us the
brave fight which is being made in the Philippines and Singa
pore, and the great need in both places for added equipment
and more men to help face a foe, which, from the standpoint
of both, is far superior to the Allied forces. The great question
today is: Can the latter continue to hold out until our forces
arrive?
FOLLY OF POST-WAR PLANNING

We have marveled somewhat, while reading the news
papers and magazines, as to suggestions which are being
made with a view to remodelling the world after the war
is over. That, in our opinion, is either super-optimism, or
misdirected energy, as should be apparent to anybody who is
following the views of the military experts who do not pre
tend to see the war in full swing before another year. A
most conservative opinion places the war’s length at five years,
and our belief that it is too early to make after-war plans
now is predicated on the fact that there w.ll probably be unbe
lievable changes in the world’s map. and altered conditions
in the way of living that no man can possibly see at this
writing. So instead of idle prattle about post-war plans,
let’s t^end our every last effort toward ending that war.
REVENUE VS. VOTES

(Lewiston Journal)
Another issue related to hours of State liquor stores. The
commission, being in the liquor business, as is the State, quite
naturally endeavors to serve its patrons. Marie is on three
shifts, industrially, these days. Longer hours might serve
the convenience of liquor buyers. It may be deplorable, but
it Ls a fact, that if the State stores do not serve their con
venience many buyers will, and do, turn to bootleggers. Drys
who suggest that the commission get after the bootleggers
more vigorously, rather than ask later store hours, would ap
pear to have forgotten the difficulties in the days of national
prohibition. Incidentally, the new commission does seem to
be making a real effort to restrain bootlegging.
Whatever the merits of the bill, it was defeated, in the
house, by a vote of 67 to 45. That ls, it was defeated in the
sense that it was referred to the next regular session of the
legislature. It was defeated, in effect, since the laws remain
unchanged.
Having debated, and voted, apparently, on the wet versus
dry issue, one might assume that dry sentiment was in the
ascendency, in the house; perhaps in the State. Is that the
case? Perhaps; but what happened on the revenue side, on
financial matters? The legislature considered the money side
of the defense emergency problem. It promptly elected to call
on the liquor business of the State to carry a good deal of the
burden.
If the drys seriously hope to make Maine dry again,
some day, it would naturally be assumed that they would
move in that direction, all along the line. How can they hope
to make Maine dry when they do their part, at every occasion,
to make the State’s revenue program depend more and more
on the liquor business? Can it be that some, many, Maine
legislators are wet for revenue, dry for votes?
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

Australia today issued another urgent appeal for help
from the Allies, and admits that the Japs have landed on an
island only 400 miles distant from the mainland.
The situation in Malaya is confused, but admittedly bad.
The Japs are said to have landed behind the British lines.
Gen. MacArthur is still holding his hell positions in the
Philippines. The Japs announce that Wake Island is to be
renamed, and converted into a Naval Base.
The Russian drive continues successfully. Smolentz is
almost encircled.
Sugar rationing cards will be issued next month, but it is
admitted that the supply is not low at the present time.
New’ criticisms are being directed against Winston
Churchill’s Cabinet.

or more years’ experience can qualias outside machinists at the
Portsmouth Navy Yard.
These
workers are needed at once.
Information regarding any of the
above positions may be obtained by
calling at the Rockland office, 401
Main street.

FIRST TO REPORT
Monhegan is the first Lincoln
County town to report on the drive
for fund® for the National Foun
dation for Infantile Paralysis,
sending in to County Chairman
(1950. Maynard Orne was the
chairman for Monhegan
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The Black Cat

Rockland’s Red Cross War Fund Going For
ward Steadily and Smoothly
Within a few- days the figure “4”
is going to turn up on tiie Red
Cross typewriter, as indicating
the number of thousands raised
in the Red Cross War Fund.
The committee regrets that there
have been some mistakes in names
and amounts published in our lists.
The committee claims responsi
bility for these mistakes and re
quests your co-operation in get
ting them corrected. Chairman
Bird lists some corrections for this
issue.
Ralph Ulmer Camp, United
Spanish War Veterans, $5; Fred
C. Vinal, $3; Mrs. Minnie E. Mar
shall, (1; Rubinstein Club. (10.
Balance forward ............ (3,404 27

Lester Sherman ...............
L. T. . ......... . ..................... ....
Lilian S. Copping , and Mar
tha C. Wight ....................
Narragansett Hotel ..............
Dyer’s Garage ........................
Parisian Beauty Salon ............
Delaware Feed Store ............
Carl Borgerson ......................
Round Top Farms ...............
Mrs. Frank Fields .................
J.

5.00
1.00

Shakespeare Club .................
Wawenock Club ....................
Walter H. Tolman ...... . ........
Mr. Hutchinson ....................
j Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Graves
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rack
liffe .................................... 10.00
Dr. Lowe and family (addi
tional) ...............................
Annie M. Frost ......................
A Friend .................................
M. B. & C. O. Perry ..........
Stonington Furniture Co......
E. B. Crockett's Store ..........
Employes ..........................
J. W. Robinson ...................
Paul’s Barber Shop .... ..........
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.

M. F. S.....................................
Helen A. McIntosh ...............
H. A. Howard ......................
K. C. Rankin ........................
A Friend ...... . ........................
Helen Bain ...........................
Pine Tree Outboard Club ..
Ash Point & Owls Head ....
Mr. and Mrs. David I. Hodg
kins .................................... 5.00
The Britt Home ................... 10.00
William A. Glover, Jr........ - 6.25

4.00
l.«X)
5.00
1.00
1.00
2.'JO
2.30
100 Balance yesterday ............ $3,807 22

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVIUAN DEFENSE

(By The Roving Reporter)
You’ve doubtless heard a great
deal about “walking the ties.” If
you trod all of them in the United
States you would have a busy time
of it, for, according to the railroad
"Quiz” tliere are 1,172,000,000 cross
ties, in addition to 28500 mi’es of
track which are laid with switch
and bridge ties.

The last time the month of Feb
ruary was expressed by four even
lines of dates was in 1931; that
combination will occur again in 1953,
according to Miss Pearl Borgerson,
clerk to the clerk of courts, who had
curiosity to look the matter up after
seeing the recent item in this
column.

I was much pleased to get a card
from Lieut. Commander Howell Cul
linan the other day. He was a long
patriotic organizations
way from his Boston heme, but the
exact location I am not permitted
At a recent meeting of the Execu-1 ler, chief warden, Ralph Brackett, to publish.
tive Committee of the American Frank T. Winchenbaugh Jr., TheoRed Cross Lincoln A. McRae was dore Davis and Clarence Thistle,
The correct name cf the organ
appointed as chairman of the Motor Ward 2—Harcld Savage, John ization is ‘‘Woman’s” Educational
Corps committee, Mr. McRae will Knight, Sigmund Goldberg, Frank Club, not “Women’s” Educational
appoint his committee within a few E. Prescott. Mose Annis and William Club. This statement is made at
days. At the same meeting the Rcbbins. Ward 3—Ray Eaton, Ray- the request of the president.
appointments of Miss Barbara mond W. Stewart. Lawrence Miller.
Baehelder cf Thomaston, Mrs. Vic- George H. Bunker, Gaetand Ciolfl,
Studying the pronunciation of the
toria Moulaison of Rockland. Mrs. Richard Irving. Charles Whitmore, foreign war names is a good deal
Ethel Anderson of Camden to be Donald Brewster. Robert Chisholm, like trying to remember what to do
lieutenants were confirmed and of Albert C. McLoon and Eugene Stcd- in case of a bombing raid.
Miss Patricia Thompson to be ad- dard. Ward 4—Edward Gordon,
jutant.
Roy E- Danielson, Albert J. BrickMorris B. Perry is chairman cf ley, Hervey Allen. Raymond Watts,
the Food committee under the Dis- John F. Abbott, Lester E. Allen,
aster set-up and has as members of Raymond Perry, Chief Warden;
his committee Carl Benson and James Dcndis, Robert Payson, HarHarold E. Jackson. The duty of old Leeman, Kent Glover, Lester
this committee is to list properties Herrick, Harold Coombs, Herbert
where people may be fed and to Dondis, and George Roberts. Ward
attend to all matters pertaining to, 5—Harold H. Davis, James Hanrafood. The committee is now func- han, Leon Halstead, Thomas Costioning and a very interesting re- tello, Luke S. Davis, Donald Goss,
port regarding the supply of food Sidney Messer. Ralph Richards, Al
in the city has been turned in to1 fred Young, Charles E. Worcester,
The flag-draped din'ng hall in
the general chairman of Disaster, | Howard P. Crockett. Nicholas PelliMasonic Temple, Camden, resound
William J. Sullivan.
I cane, Stanton Sleeper, Hurley OliThe Motor Corps girls held a! ver, Clarence Dubey, John Luke, ed with laughter and applause
meeting at the City Building Thurs- ' Stephen Willis, Richard Welch, Al- Thursday night during the post
day night when assignments for in- ; mon Young, Roland Philbrook, prandial exercises which followed
struction were given out. Six cer- j Dcuglas Blake, Hugh Hughes, Ray- the annual turkey supper. The or
tificates were presented in addition mond E. Sprowl. and Bertram Gard ganization is strictly a business af
to those who have already been cer ner. Ward 6 — AndTew Boynton fair, and has g ven a very satisfac
tified. Those receiving certificates Robert Hillgrove, Ernest Jones, Ed tory account of itself during the
were Mrs. Doris Lankton, Mrs gar McBrine. Herbert E. Grant, Ben years it has existed under that name
Elizabeth Plaisted, Miss Eleanor Dowling, Edgar Critch, Nicholas and with Betty Foxwell as secretary.
Hansen, Miss Barbara Wadsworth Anastasio, John Burgess, Alton The annual banquet—third for this
and Miss Ethel Savage of Camden Young, Calvin V. Beal, Sr., George organization—takes the form of a
and Miss Helen Coltart of Rockland Russell, Edward Patterson, Fred ladies’ night—with the result that
Three new groups have been start Lindsey, Harold Taylor, Charles practically every seat in the dining
ed and instruction in gas defense Cargill, Harold Marshall, Fred Lur- room was filled by close to 200 guests.
A Camden High School orchestra
will be given in Camden by Mrs. vey, Fred Haining. Francis Louraine„
C.
E.
Harrington
and
Arthur
of
six pieces lent inspiring music
Nathalie Snow and Miss Patricia
Post.
Ward
7
—
Fred
Harden,
Lester
during
the evening, and attractively
Thompson, in Rockland by Miss
Post,
William
Butler,
Elmer
Teel,
gowmed
damsels made the rounds of
Barbara Baehelder and Mrs. Eliza
Edward Baxter. Peter Edwards, the tables distributing corsages and
beth Plaisted and in Thomaston by
Donald Farrand and Fred Vinal. carnations. David Crockett, Sr., led
Barbara Wdsworth and Ethel An,derson. Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo will as- Anyone
who may have expressed the the group singing in his usual ef
f
J
.
in willingness to serve as an Air Raid fective style.
gist Capt. Dorothy Lawry
Warden to the various Chief War
When the last piece of apple pie
stretcher dril 1 in Camden, Miss
dens of the city but have not regis had been consigned to the regions
Eleanor Hansen will assist in Rcck
tered at the Placement Bureau will
land and Miss Helen Coltart will not appear on this list and their for which apple pie is made, the re
tiring president, William E Reed,
assist in Thomaston. Map reading
application should be turned in at rapped on the sugar bowl for ora<’r>
instruction will be given at a later
once so that it may be on file.
and presented a brief address of |
date with Mrs. Plaisted, Mrs. Lankwelcome.
He earnestly thanked the
ton, Mrs Snow, Miss Thompson and
Robert Waterman, son of Mr. other officers and members of the
Mrs Dora Packard as instructors. and Mrs. Harry L. Waterman.
Chamber for the assistance th«*y
ffl ffl e e
One hundred and two men have South Thomaston, was one of 12 have rendered to him, and indicated
registered at the Placement Bureau Sophomores to receive honors that the coming year will likely
for Air Raid Warden duty through- grade's for the six week ranking bring more work than had been ex
out the city and it is hoped that Period just closed at Maine Central pected. He told how 1200 Cham .1
many more will register within a Institute, according to an anounce- bers of Commerce—Camden's among
very short time. These men listed ment made in sPecial 0113P*1 Ex‘ them—had sent telegrams to Wash- I
by wards are: Ward 1—David Hodg erclses yesterday by Principal ington, pledging their hearty assist- j
kins. Perley Bartlett, Carl Griffith, Purinton. To receive honors a ance during the war crisis. “We may |
Wilbur A. Fogg. Cecil Murphy. Per student must maintain an average not always agree with what is being
cival McKusick, Russell Richardson, rank of at least 85 percent for done in Washington.” said Presi
Willis Sullivan, Nelson Sabien, the ranking period. Waterman has dent Reed, “but it is our duty to up
Roger Sorrent, Charles A. Marstal- been a consistently high ranking hold the efforts of the President
student. In addition, he has been and his associates at this time.”
active in extra-curricular activi
Declaring that the work of the
ties, being a member of the base Camden Chamber has been carried
ball squad last year. He was as on the shoulders of one woman,
sistant editor of the M.C2., an President Reed expressed to the sec
undergraduate publication, last retary, Betty Foxwell, her associates’
ST. BERNARD’S CHURCH year.
Earlier in the present year, gratitude and compliments, in the
MONDAY, JAN. 26
he was elected president of the form of a handsome bouquet and
sophomore class.
two large cartons of Fiesta ware.
5.30 P. M.
“I am without words,” said the
Price 35c
Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56 blushing secretary, but she recovered
ll-lt
Talbot Ave., Tel. 1303.
150-tf sufficiently during the opening of

A department devoted to news items concerning these

Raymond E. Thurston is happy
over the prospect that he will have
20 acres of land under cultivation
tiie coming Summer, in addition to
his large orcRard. An acre of straw
berries will be one of his new ven
tures and half of them will be bear
ing next Summer. Mr. Thurston's
apples are very largely McIntosh
Reds, Maine Delicious and Northern
Spys, and while his crop last Fall
was not quite so large as in some
former years, it was one of the
best he ever raised. He packed and
shipped 800 bushels recently.
o—
Flint corn is a scarce article. A
Gardiner man, who peddles hulled
corn, found his supply on the Ray
mond Thurston farm in Union.
—<*—
One year ago: The Samoset Ho
tel was bought by Adriel U. Bird and
William A. Doe of Boston—William
E. Reed was re-elected president of
the Camden Chamber of Commerce,
which lield its annual banquet with
Earl Hodges of New York as guest
speaker.—Mrs. Ernest Hagtar, 70,
died in Boston—Charles W. Morton
was cited for 20 years’ continuous
service with Swift & Company—Mrs.
Eaton Maddccks, 75, died in Cam
den-Rockland had 2767 dwelling
units, 2563 of which were occupied
Camden had the second largest
number in Knox County, 1465, with
1180 occupied.

CAMDEN’S PROSPEROUS YEAR

As Told At Chamber of Commerce Banquet—
“Mistakes” of An Adventurer, By
Dick Haliet

SUPPER

the boxes to indulge in some strict
ly feminine adjectives expressing
her del ght with the gifts.
“It may be necessary to work
harder than ever,” were President
Reed's final words as he turned the
gavel over to his successor, Hugh
Montgomery—“not merely to put
Camden on the map, but to keep it
there.”
“Mr. Reed has done a marvelous
piece of work,’’, said Mr. Montgom
ery, “give him a hand.”
And such a hand as the late presi
dent received.
Other new officers were announced
thus:
Vice presidents—David Crockett,
Sr. and Forrest L. Spear.
Treasurer—Harold S. Davis.
Secretary—Betty Foxwell.
At the conclusion of his speech of
acceptance which promised well for
the Chamber’s success the coming
year. Mr. Montgomery presented as
toastmaster A. Burton Stevenson,
whose admirable handling of last
year’s banquet was still fresh in the
minds of all who heard him. He
referred to the fact that while the
present Chamber of Commerce is
(Continued on Page Six)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
U I had my Ute to live again X
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charlea
Darwin
IF I WERE KING

I were king—ah, love. If I were
king—
What tributary nations would X
bring
To stoop before your sceptre and to
swear
Allegiance to your lips and eyes and
hair:
Beneath your feet what treasures I
would fling—
The stars should be your pearls upon
a string
The world a ruby for your finger ring.
And you should have the sUh and
moon to wear.
If I were king.
Let these wild dreams and wilder
words take wing.
Deep in the woods I hear a shepherd
sing
A simple baUad. to a sylvan air.
Of love that ever finds your face more
fair;
I could not give you any goodlier thing
If I were king.
If

—Justin HanUy McCarthy

Fvorv-Other-Day
Rockland Courier-Gazette. Saturdav. Januarv 24-. 1942
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Casting all your care upon him;
lor he careth for you.—1 Pet. 5: 7.

Took Both Games

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Bv the Pupils

Book Review
(By

K. S. F.)

Journey For Margaret, author. W.
L. White, publishers, Harcourt,
Brace & Company, New York.
This story is poignant with
heart-throbs and human tender
ness of feeling, for an embattled
people whose first thought and
desire is to live and let live. Told
and really fccused through the
story of a child. ThLs is the work
of the second "Bill White of Kan
sas.” who Ls the son of Emporia's
famous William Allen White, a
worthy and brilliant personality,
an honor to the literary world and
men who do things with engag
ing faithfulness and high hearted
incitement “Journey for Margaret"
is motivated by the desire of both
Mi and Mrs. White to adopt an
English child.
r»— eejnc cn cne of the 50 United
•rcyers transferred to
the British Nav. . he soon finds 3Syear-old Margaret. a pathetic
bomb-frightened child. He places
her in Anna Prelid’s rest home for
war orphans in London, until he is
ready for the return journey.
The straight-forward method of
his story holds the mind taut with
expectancy for the next sentence.
To illustrate, take this bit from
chapter 8: “The W.A-AF.s being
the womans Army Air Force, are
nice because they have good steady
British nerves and are serious
about the war, I have never seen
one of them go female on duty,
cut of uniform they can be as
coquettish and whimsical as any
one could wish.’’ •
Mr. White went to England as
an American war reporter and he
made it his business to feel and
see all phases of the war condi
tions in England, with his second
and inner reason, the desire to
bring heme from this wild debauch,
some soul whose life was being
spoiled bv the frightful war and
he brought home two children,
John and Margaret.
In no book that I have read or
this period, have I found a deeper
human touch, not all easy goin*
with Margaret who proved quite
a personality, but an engaging one.
A story taken from the stuff of
real life.—K. S. F.

—By Staff Photographer.
The school lunches, served this! I----------------------------------------------week under the supervision of Miss Tuesday evening. Coach Smith
Johnson cf the Home Economics ar.d the entire caut expressed their
department, have proved very satisfaction as to the progress of
popular. The number served Mon the play.
• • • •
day was 101; Tuesday 114; Wed
nesday, 113; Thursday. 119; and
The Red Cross War Relief Drive
Friday. 118 Mrs. Mary Rogers of which has been in progress this
the School Lunch Committee of week will be continued ever until
Augusta, has assisted this week, al next week.
• • • •
so Mrs. Anne Pette. Mrs. Adams
and Miss Hughes have also been
Total sale cf defense stamps this
on duty. The tickets which are week was $101 95 a gain of abcut
bought in the home rooms in the $20 over last week. Junior High
morning will be in charge of study hall established a record
Dorothy Carlson throughout the this week, with Sherwin Sleeper
year.
and Edward Fogg buying $5 50
Menus fcr noon lunches for next each, making a room total cf
week:
$16.25.

Fvery-Other-Day

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA

Rockland Boys Beat Thom
aston 40-28. and the
Girls Won 27-13
The boys and girls basketball i
ball teams of Rockland came cut of
their slump Thursday night and did
the job on Thomaston's heme court
The boys played a smashing game *
and relied up a 40-28 score on their '
ne ghb:rs. Coming cut of the lacing
whicl? Morse gave them Tuesday
they played heads up basketball,
displaying fine teamwork.
Bill Sullivan's girls' team really
went to woik on the highly touted i
Thcmaston lass.es and better than '
doubled the score cn them with a '
final score of 27-13. Rockland's cf- I
ftnse clicked at last and there was I
no stepping them as they placed 1
shot after shot through the twine, j
Bill was all smiles yesterday morn
ing and rightly sc with a team that
was certainly behind the eight ball1
j a few days ago and came back to J
do a first class job cf basketball piay' ing.
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Main Event Good
Bath Lad Got Judges' Nod
Last Night—A Small
Crowd
The re-opening of the Park
Street Arena last night drew a
small crowd, about 200. compared
to the mobs that used to fill the
building when Tony Thomas
fought early in the Winter.
Ray Paul of Union flattened
Buster Robertson of Rockland in
a matter of 80 seconds in the open
ing match of the evening.
The top prelim brought together
Young Gurney of Waterville and
j Ai Wooster cf Rockland. Wooster
| got the judges' decision after hav
' ing gene the distance.
Kid Norman didn't show up for
! reasons of his own and Pancho
Villa of Waterville was pulled out
of his wheelchair and £et to work
against K. O. Brierly of Beliast
: in th? semi-final. Despite his advanced age. Pancho was able to
take all that Brierly had and win
the judges decision at the end of
the fifth.
The main event proved to be a
good match with age and vast ex
perience in the person of Harry
Hitlian of Worcester. Mass, and
youth in the form of Kid Hudson
of Bath. They gave the fans a
good fight. Hitliar. had trouble

PROBATE COURT NEWS

—Bv S’aff Photograpner.
This Main street business man seldom looks Quite as sedate as you see
him in this picture, and those who know him best will doubtless figure
that he is thinking up some practical joke to work on Willis or some other
brother Rotarian. He’s one of the soberest and wittiest men on the street.

diet that Thomas, or White will
eventually meet Welch and take
him.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Wills allowed: Leslie E Lampson.
late of Rockport, deceased. Gratia
L Lampson of Jersey City. N. J.. 19pcinted exx.; Frank M Vaughn. Tate
of Rockland, deceased. Hattie E
Vaughn of Rcckland appointed exx ;
Roy E. Estes, late of Rockland, de
ceased. Gladvs C E'tes of Rock
land appo nte4 exx •• Albertie
George, late cf Camden, deceased.
Erminie G Kelley of Banger aopcinted exx ; Job H Montgomery,
late of Camden, deceased. Harold
J Wilson of C3mden appo.nted exr.
Petitions for administration grant
ed E-tates. Charles F. Ingraham,
late cf Rockport, deceased. Jennie
M Ingraham of Rockport, admz;
Augustus T Low. late of Rockland.
deceased Eliza H Lew of Rockland admx.; C Meservey F. Ames,
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Carl
L. Arnes of Vinalhaven. admr.; Mary
N Thurston late of Rockport, deceased Maynard C Ingraham of
Rockport, admr.; Mabel W W lev.
late of Rcckland. deceased. Gilford
B Butler of South Thomaston,
acj.nr
Petition fcr license tc sell real
estate * granted: Estate Lucy J
Adams, et als. minors of Thomaston,
presented by Frank B Adams of
Thomastcn. gdn.
Petition for license to sell interest
by descent in real estate granted:
Estafe Adeila N. Townsend, of
Union, presented by Adeila T. KirkPatrick cf Thomaston, gdn
Accounts allowed: Frances Pea 7.
of Appleton, first and final account
presented by Grace H Johnson,
gdn.: Clara M W.11 ams, late of
Thc.mastcn, deceased, first and final
account presented by Harriet R
W.lliams. exx.; Herbert H. Stover,
Jr., of Rockland, first and final atcount presented by Maude B Stover, gdn ; William A. Eliingwocd
late cf Rcckland. deceased, first and
final account presented by Ruth A
Ellingwood. exx.; Clara O Spalding,
late cf Owl’s Head, deceased, first
and final account presented by
Harry B Spaldinx exr; Charles S
Bowman, late of Washington, de
ceased. first account presented oy

John A Babb, exr.; Earie Mclnto.r
late of Rockland, deceased, rr .
and final account presented by
Mena McIntosh, exx ; Lena 6 Si .1
mons. late of South Them a • ..
ceased, first and final account p-,
sented by Ava L. MacDonald. -,ci v
c.t a ; Everett H. Benner, of T
|
asten. first account presented Al
fred M. Strout of Thomastc: ccr.-1
servatcr: Abbie F Rice, late <f|
Thomaston, deceased, first and fin:,
account presented by Tne Tl - . i
ton Nat cnal Bank and Frank W
Robinson, co-executors
Petitions for prebate of will r-J
sented for notice: Watson T B rv
late of Tenant's Harbor d. •
Elizabeth J Barter of Tenant Hr.
bor named exx; Fred E M,:.. .
late of Warren, deceased Al.ce M.
Mathews of Warren named exx
Petitions for administration pr.sented for notice: E-tates. Hazel M.
Young, late cf Matin cus. deceased,
Pearl E. Borgerson of Rocklar.d
named admx : Albert M Hastings.
late of Rockland, deceased M ,rv a
Hast.ngs of Rockland named admx;
Emma Holbrock. late cf Tenant's
Harbor, deceased. Orris E Hoi rroi
of Tenant’s Harbor named admr ;
M.me E Heal late cf Camden deceased Olive E. Anris of Camden
named admx
Petition for appointment of triistee presented for notice Esta.e Nt..
he E Dean. late of Thomaston deceased. Fred Burnham cf Thoit.i *4>n hamed trustee
Accounts presented for rot:'":
Helen Keep Hubbard late of M ddl».
town. Conn . deceased, first ar.d fin i;
account presented by Of. I. Huboard of Laze Forest Li.nos surviving exr; Stephen G Prescott.
late cf Rcckland deceased -ecst.
and final account presented b T
First National Bank of Rocklan
trustee; Lcuise J Sma.l late c
Camden, deceased first ar.d fina.|
account presented a;. Jchn E Sma'.:
admr.; Frank A Moore, late of|
Union, deceased, first
|
count presented by Harold tl
Mo re admr Omr. J P.- rce, lat;|
cf South ThomasSGr. cec^-ased fir
and final accotm: preientsd bv SicJ
r.ey Pierce exr idel-na S Cra'ferd. late cf EbackJutd. decease',
first and fir-al iccc-m: presented
Or ssa W Hcrdcn exx Nellie ’
Bean, Laie cf Tboenaiicc deceafirst and find truss account ptl
sented by M - - ♦
?5rvce:t. t:
see Sarah F FeracleGJC Late
O' —.
-’c^ i ;ict fim and fi’
acoouzst jneseEdid
Ajpbcnso i
Prince exr

The Rotary Club had no visitors
oi
guests yesterday, but an inter
MONDAY
esting speaker in the person of
Cream of carrot soup
The following members of JuWhole wheat biscuits
Herbert Marriner of the Maine
Cabbage and apple salad
nicr High have been elected as
Cookies
Louis Forte, who has been golf i State Police, who talked about a
cheer leaders lor the current seaGrapefruit Juice
Pr° at The Samoset fcr a number subject now very much in the
son: Joan Hunt. Shirley Lunt,
TUESDAY
of years, is enroute for Miami, minds cf the people—“Civilian DtLaver loaf
Tomato sauce Barbara Koster. Marguerite MaMashed potatoes
Fla., making a brief visit in Bos fence.” which he said, is simply
thews, Dorothy McCaslin, Pauline
Apple Brown Betty
Cocoa
ton on the way. “The Thorndike the exercise cf common sense for
Guistin. and Virginia Mills. The
WEDNESDAY
Club" will miss his daily discus necessary safety in preparation in
substitutes are Avis Williamson,
Scrambled eggs
Graham rolls
case of air attack cr other enemy
sions.
Nellie
Lowell.
Dorothy
Fish.
Grated carrot and raisin salad
activities.
Lessens have been
Prone cottage pudding
Maryin Sutcliffe. and
Naonu
Chocolate milk shake
gained from the experience cf Eng
At
Pjjik
Theatre
today
candy
Withington.
THtRSDAY
will be given away to the fust 150 land and the must efficient of
Macaroni and cheese
Carrot strips
Upside-down gingerbread
their methods can well be adopted
children attending the matinee
t The neon lunch •program is in
Cocoa
by thi- country Fifth column ac
FRIDAY
need of more dishes: bowls, plates,
!
tivity is one phase of attack and
Salmon Wiggle
Whole wheat bread mugs and sauce dishes. If any
Health salad.
it
is the duty of every citizen to
Apple Sauce Whip
The State Employment Service
Community Bowlers
one has odd dishes and wish to do
report suspicious circumstances want-, carpenters with tools, and
• • • •
nate them to the school, they will
i
necessary fcr the public tc be edu- can place the men at cr.c: as the
A Camera Club has recently oc appreciated Also knives, forks,
I
Tuesday
’
s
matches
in
the
Americated
ar.d to be extremely alert to call is urgent.
been organized by Albert Adams. ar.d spec ns are needed.
, can League resulted in a 4 to 1 win detect acts of espionage and sa’ooThe purpose of the club is to se
I
cure pictures of all school work
The AVc 127 U S S Tr:<»r?:.
Tlie central theme fcr decora breaking down Hudsons defense for the Kiwanians over their oppen- tage
ents, the Texacos and the same
built at Snow Shipyards Inc un
and activities for the year 1941- tions fcr Kippv Karnival will be
GRANGE CORNER
1942 It Ls the aim. at {he end of patriotic, with the American flag against the Bath boy's offensive, score in favor cf the Old Timers The Installation of Aurora Lodge derwent her bunders trials yes
F A M. will be he'd next Tuesday terday off Rcckland Harbor
x-o
the school year, to have a pictured and the V for victory, the pre- taking quite a cutting up along over the Elks.
Texaco—Smith 322. Harmon 234 night at 7 30 The installing efficer
history of all the interests of the dominating motif. The different , the eighth round route. The last
Hew* Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
rchocl. The pictures are to dc booths will represent seme of th round, the boys really waded in McLocn 302. Hobbs 301. Carr 300. will be Rt. Wcr. Louis A Walker.
D. D.G.M. 9th Masar.:? District,
here.
placed in an album which is to principal allied powers, as follows: and made a regular street fight of total 1479
Kiwanis—Flanagan 297, Cum assisted by Wor. Bro. Laurence C.
become a permanent part of the
Freshmen: Tea room English it with the final ned from the
mings 256. Daniels 3C3. Miller 297. Perry and Wcr. Martin S Graves
Pleasant, Valley Grange of Rock school library.—Muriel Adams.
cooked food. USA.
judges going to Hudson.
as Grand MarsheJ ar.d R?v Bro.
’ Barnard 286. total 1439.
The mm with the red book under his arm
land will serve a public supper
Sophomores: Fortune telling, Chi
McLoud announced that there
John
Smith
Lew?
as
Grand
ChapOld
Timers
—
(Rcihardson
251.
Tuesday at 6 o’clock at the VF.W.
Man? Dodge from the Senior nese darts. Chmese.
would be a card of fights at the { Gocdnow 265. Miller 231 French lain. The r.ew officers are: Licyd
hall. Tills will be followed by the shorthand class and Adelaide
Juniors: Ice cream. Dutch pop Arena in two weeks, if he could
E. Daniels. W. M.: Leland W
is knocking at your door, Madam
292. Benner 316. total 1361.
meeting ai 6 o'clock. The third Hooper from the Office Practice corn, Dutch Schootin
gallery, obtain a suitable opponent for | Elks—Clark 242. Anastasio 254 Drinkwater. S. W.; Wilbur A. Fogg.
and fourth degrees will be con class assisted Principal Biaisdell Dutch.
Jackie Fisher.
I,in the office this week. Office beys
Rose 267. Williams 325. Soule 276. J W.i Ray E. Danielson. S. D ;
ferred.
Seniors: Hot dogs. South Ameri
Tony Thomas, late of Rcckland. total 1364.
Cecil E Murphy. J D : Winfield
• • • •
were Clifton
Mitchell.
Lloyd ca grabs. South America cold has come cut and is fighting un
L Chatto- 3. S.; Robot P Russell.
The
Lad
es'
League
opened
the
At the conclusion of the business Snowdeal. Theodore Allard. Ernest drinks, Russia.
der
his
original
name
cf
White
J
S.; Alfred L. Nichols. Marshal;
second
half
of
its
season
Wednesday
meeting at Weymouth Grange of Mitchell, Clayton Dennison, Don
down
arcund
Providence.
Many
of
Wcr.
Harold L. Rackliffe. tyler.
Thomaston Monday night refresh ald King. Leslie Nelson, and Alvin
A fine assembly program was the fans who are wise in the ways night with the Sylvesters winning a
r5
The
soloist
will be Mrs. Esther P
ments will be served. A small fee Norton.
I
given Tuesday fcr Senior High by of the Portland promoters predict 4 to 1 match from the McKinneys.
will be charged.
the pupils from Mrs. Robinson's that he will show up as a feature M. Richardson relied high in this Howard accompanied by Mrs.
—5^
I
Faith Berry AL! Master Mas
At the Junior High assembly, Office Practice ana Business Er.g- I attraction at the Expo fights, tak match with a 294. R H S took an 13
point lead in total pintail and co’- have the privilege of inviting
Wednesday morning, two movies lish classes, assisted by a few stu- , ing th? place of Coley Welch who
from ether classes who gave is fighting in the real money. in lected four points to cne for the guests. After the installation cere
FQEDEFENSE were shown: "Television" and dents
McRaes in the second match of the monies there will be refreshments
“America
Preferred.”
Patricia musical selections. Its purpose was Boston and New York. Many preevening.
and dancing in the banquet hail
to show some uses of shorthandDodg? led devotions.
Sylvesters
—
Sylvester
242,
Dean
with music furnished by Doug
• • • •
give some suggestions ,to office a« Churchill's Secretary.” Janet
222.
Bradbury
265.
Feykr
234.
M
Vinal
’s orchestra.
At a recent meeting of the Ju workers, and also tell of experi Shannon; solo. "White Cliffs of
Richardson
294.
total
1258
BUY
nior High Student Council, these ences that persons have had as Dever.” Harrison Dow; "A Secre
Is Making His Annual Rounds. Checking Up On the
The idea of giving the entire
McKinneys—McKinney 249. Folsecretaries.
committees
fcr
the
Kippy
Karnival
tary's Impressions of Churchills land 248. Kent 261. Blackington 243. proceeds of everv lubrication job
UNITED
Wanderings of the Residents of
were
chosen:
Entertainment,
English.
” Virginia Bowley; "A Connon 248. total 1213.
to the Red Orcs.-, put into rfleet
STATES
A
demonstration
of
a
letter
chairman. Miss Brown; her com
Secretary's Impresions cf Church
R.H.S.—V. Willis 253. E. Willis Jan 15 tv thp Rcckland Sunoco
SAVINGS
Rockland, Camden. Rockport and Thomaston
mittee. June Ames. Walter Powell, written in both shorthand and ill as a War Leader." Ernest Don2S7.
{Dummy 225k Mazzco 262. Station. Main street coriKr Tal
BONDS
and Joan Hunt; side shows, chair longhand, showing how much dis.
bot avenue, has been a rousing
E. Willis 288. total 1298.
man. Miag Nichols; her committee. faster one can write shorthand
AND STAMPS
A Door-to-Door Canvass of Business Houses, Pro
The
program
closed
by
the
school
succe..and the Red Cress War
MdRae—M. Rae 266. Quint 244
Dennis Trask, Raymond Bowden than longhand, was given by Marie singing "God Bless America.” Soule 284, Tripp 253. Prescott 228. Fund will benefit accordingly. Ro
fcssional Offices and Residences is Being Made To
Edward Fogg. Fred Lammi; and Dodge. Jane Packard, and Ernest Eloise Law was in charge of de total 1289.
land
Ware,
head
of
the
Maritime
Correct the Listings for the 1942 Directory.
tickets, chairman. Mr. Adams; his Dcndis. "Dont's for Secretaries." votions. Charles Huntley was
National League activit es for the Oil Co which operates the station
Evelyn
Gray.
Alice
Bohn
and
Ruth
committee. Virginia Mills. Leo
chairman, and Dorothy Havener week started Thursday with Ar is continuing the plan up to Feb.
Conr.eiion. Carolyn Howard, and Wotton represented the Dcn't's was accompanist.
The Residents of These Communities Can Help
mours trimming the Lime Company 1 The station provides the maRichard Munro—Carolyn Howard, and Vera Payson and Ruth John
terials
and
labor
as
its
4
to
1.
and
Coca
Cola
did
the
same
share
in
the Publishers by Giving Accurate and Up-to-the
son the Dos. “Hew Shorthand Has
secretary.
ANSWER TO
Robert Coffey, head boy moni job cn the Van Baalen outfit. Tlie the drive.
•
•
•
•
Helped
Other
Persons
Get
Start

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Minute Information, by Promptly Answering the
I
tor. has chosen these assistants following night the Fire Chiefs shel
How would you like to separate ed." William Burns; “Shorthand fcr the next half-year, beginning lacked the Water Company team.
The Rockland Bc3t Shop expects
Doorbell and Cheerfully Answering All Questions
JO OZE
81 whites from 81 yolks cf eggs, and Aid to Industrial Leaders." duties next Monday: Nathan Mc- 5 to 0. and Gulf did a 4 to 1 job on to launch the Helen Mae 2d fcr
I *N N E P
Asked by Our Enumerators.
as Ahc? Dolham and Minnie Smith Margaret Havener; accordion solos. Ccnchie, Alan Sullivan. Richard Swift.
the Ross brother? of Owls Head
Ad\l|
did. for the prune whip served on “You Are Mv Sunshine." "Montana Achorn, Rcnald Lufkin. Robert
Lime Co—Melvin 263. Nelsen 261 in abcut three weeks. This will b«
PE?R
THE CITY DIRECTORY IS THE CURRENT HISTORY
Tuesday, and the vanilla cream Plains." and “Be Honest With Me." Powell. Joe Lamb- Stanley Mc Dopie 242, Holden 284 Orff 249. the second ftsheiman that the
IIR b
Morton
Estes;
"Shorthand
Is
Needpudding on Wednesday?
shep will have launched within
tdtal 1295.
OF AND THE INFORMATION BUREAU AND
M
1 pel Today in Our National De Curdy. and David Bicknell. Sub
• • • •
Armour—Lowe 252. Thomas 259.
year, having built the Iva M.
stitutes
win
be
Robert
Coffey.
Jack
|v A S T] 'J
GUIDE BOOK TO YOUR CITY
The Junior High Student Council fence." Vercnia Murphv; solo. “An- i
___ . Vivian Falla
: Smith Douglas Perry. Benjamin Jameson 260. Mitchell 289. Ryder iC* Captains Charles Carver. Sumiiul
e:t ■q S T
gers ci »»
Mercy."
has
bought
the
elcetnc
refrigerator
272. total 1314.
n-r Whitney and Lew Wallace ‘
Rji AN T EL
RE ..
The last half of the program Dowling. Richard Simmons. Milfor Room 2, where the food is pre
It is to Your Advantage to be Correctly Listed in
Coca
Cola
—
Simpson
249.
King
26
”
.
Spring.
AMiY
■ s ■d EL N
g..ve feme cf the experiences cf ten Wooster. Richard Seaman, and
pared
for
the
noon
lunches.
—
Doak
270.
Grover
281.
Gregory
262.
“
-------E>|
NO"
EL T
the City Directory fcr Delivery Purposes, Credit
V AR 1 c
cne cf Winston Churchill's private I Hawley Brennan.
total 1323
Lcuis Bosse cf Crescent street has
Ir a P I □r Carolyn Howard.
N AR
• • • •
secretaries. Phyllis Moir. “How
Ratings, Mail, Telegraph and Express Deliverie ,
Van Baalen—Epstein 276. Leven- ^in^d the U s Naval Reserve, Class
Inside policemen, in charge cf
IKN IS
H A
Miss
Moir
Started
Her
Secretarial
|
M
2.
as
a
coxswain
and
is
new
Ensign Edwin Edwards was a
Chief Barrett Jcrdan will be thal 252, Woythaler 253 Eernsteln
Friends, Relatives and Business Houses From Outawaiting call to active duty.
welcome visitor at school Monday. Career." Estelle Jackson; "Phyllis Robert Coffey. Douglas Perry, 256. Beaudoin 273, total 1315.
of-Town Trying to Locate You.
The preliminary rehearsals of Moir Applies to Winston Church Richard Achorn, David Bicknell.
Water Co.—Curtis 254. Simmon?
The
first
of
the
gas
defense
classes
ill
fcr
a
Prstlcn,
”
Vivian
Falla;
Act I of the Junior Class play,
Robert Powell. Donald BTewster, 263. Sukefcrth 287. Seligar 271.
for the special officers of the police
CALL
US "What a Life,” were completed "Seme cf Miss Moir's First Duties Warren
TEE 19<2 DIRECTORY WILL BE ISSUED IN
Dew. Lincoln McRae. Ja- Witham 2C0. total 1275
department will be held in the Mu
F re Chiefs—Boardman 294. Mank
I son Thurston. Raymond Chisholm,
FEBRUARY
nicipal Court rooms in the city
WHEN YOUR
Nathen MrConchie, Charles Carr, 243. McLoon 263. Smith 288 Went building Monday night at 7.30.
Harcld Richards. Hawey Brennan. worth 274. total 13S2
For Al! Information Pertayiing to Your Listin .
Stanley McCurdy. Robert Paul,
Swift Gardner 252. Small 269
ancj \irs Rcbert M. Allen are
Subscription, or Advertising Rates, Write—•
We can finance any repair job up to $100, including
Osmond Palmer. Alfred Storer. Lee Lufkin 252, Leeman 273. Bowley 266.
pr;Uci parents cf a daughter
Wotton. Frederick Morrison. Mil- total 1312
bom at Knox Hospital last night
body and fender repairs and painting, tires, batteries
ton
Wooster.
Albert
Hallowell,
Alan
Gulf
'Black
^6i.
Simmons
277.
^jrs Allen is the former Virginia
parts and accessories, and all motor overhauling.
Sullivan. William Jordan
and Seavey 25S. Murphy 279. Danielson gnow.
NEEDS FIXING
Have the complete job done. See us about this plan.
254. total 1335
_____
Walter Dcdge
PAY AS YOU RIDE!
Miss
Lucy
Thompson
is employed
Outside policemen in charge of
The
reason
each
generation
has
at
Cries
Gift
Shop
succeeding
Miss
Chief Donald Kalloch. will be
GENERAL DELIVERY,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
a
war
is
because
they
save
the
Gladys
Grant
who
will
enter
the
Benedict Dowling. Richard Sim
TEL. 721
54 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.,
TEL. 124-W
mons.Reginald Withington. Charles medals form the last cne but employ of the Bell Shop the first
9-H
442 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
’
lo-n
threw away the crutches.
of February.
Seaman, and Ronald Packard-

TALK OF THE TOWN

TAI K OF THE TOWN

Jan. 25 —Thomaston
to Come" at Baptist <
Jan. 26—Shakespeare
with Mrs. Harriet Fi
Jan. 27—Waldoboro v
meets at Community
House.
Jan. 28
Rockland
glonal Conference at
Church
Jan. 28 Knox Coin
nieet at Rockland Clt
Jan. 30—Thomaston
Watts hall, benefit 1!
Jan. 30
Wl
Birthday Ball at Hi
torluin.
Feb. 2—Candlemas 1
Feb 2—Methodist y
Rally at Pratt Men, ■
Rockland.
Feb. 4 Hobby Show
ment at Universalist '
Feb. 9 — Daylight Sat
Feb. 9- “Charter ni
Kiwanis Club at Hot,
Feb. 12 I.incolns B.
Feb. 14 St Valentlin
Feb. 18 —Ash Wedlio
Feb. 18 19- Junior <
a Life!" at High Sell
Feb. 19—Meeting ot
League.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9) W
tlonal Club meets a
hail
Feb. 22—Washington
Feb. 27 Warren Hi.
strels at Glover hall
March 17 St Patri
March 29 Palm Sun
April 3—Good Frith
April 5—Easter.

The Wea
With the mercurt
the freezing point t
and smiling skies to
are all prepared to
ary is using us verj w
early frigidity. “We
days,” the Old Fat'
calls them, which n
the final week has
pleasant in store foi
Farmer’s Almanac pi
snow” for Tuesday so
dig ycur dandelion
Ninety-four years a
was discovered in C
there weren’t 76 govi : u
spending it.
Mrs. Marguerite Jol
Courier-Gazette fo
telegram this mornn
the death of her fath<!
Tripp, in New Haven,
was 79 and a native
Funeral arrangemt;
nounced.

More Talk of Tlie T(

Another lot of
guitars has been re<
Maine Music Co. ano ’
are being offered at .
$5.95 to $8.25. Due to
cost of material and
this will undoubtedly
portunity fcr some 1.
this grade guitar at ti
As before a neck <
bock and pick is gu
instrument.—adv.

SAVE TH0S1
Now is the time to Ii
Aligned and Wheel
Special Rate Th

SAVE THOSI
Dyer’s Gara
54 PARK ST.. R()<
TEL. 121

THE CITY DIRECTORY MAN

on

RADIO

BIN
SATURDAY
SPEAR HAL1

Given Away, $20
Extra Prizes, $1 <
Dinners, and Meri t
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URT NEWS
folin A Babb, exr.; Earle McIntosh
ate of Rockland, deceased, first!
ind final account presented by
\1 a Mclntcsh. exx ; Lena S. Siai-I
nons. late of South Thomaston, de'ceased. first and final account pre-|
sented bv Ava L. MacDonald, adnx
Jc.t a : Everett H. Benner, of Tho:na •( n. lii t account presented by Al I
fnd M. Strout of Thomaston, con-1
senator; Abbie F. Rice, late (f|
I
n, dec ased. fir-1 and fin .;I
account presented by Tlie Thoma'-,
ton Nat cnal Bank and Frank \\ j
Rob nson, co-executors.
Petitions for probate of will pr«.
sented for notice: Watson T. Barter
'late cf Tenant’s Harbor, deceased,
I ; -abelli J Barter of Tenant’s Ha:.|
bor named exx ; Fred E. Mathew
late of Warren, deceased, Alice ,\f.
Mathews of Warren named exx.
Petitions for administration pr,-|
sented for notice: Estates, Hazel Pt.
Young, late cf Matin cus, deceased.!
Pi iri E Borgerson of Rockland I
named admx.: Albert M. Hastings,,
late o! Rockland, deceased. Mary a
Ha t ugs ol Rockland named admx |
Emma Holbrook, late cf Tenant’.
Harbor, deeea ed. Orris E. Holbrcokl
of Tenant’s Harbcr named admr
Minie E Heal, late cf Camden, de-|
ceased. Olive E. Annis of Camdenl
named admx
Petition for appointment, of trus
tee presented for notice: Estate N\.l.e F Dean, late of Thomaston, de-|
i
• 1. Fred Burnham cf Thom a
ton named trustee.
Accounts presented for notic”
Helen Keep Hubbard, late of M ddle-l
town, Conn . deceased, first and final
ount presented by Otis L. Hub-1
baid ol Lake Forest, Illinois, sui-|
viving exr ; Stephen G. Prescott
late of Rcckland, deceased, secon,
and final account presented by Tl.f
First National Bank of Rockland.|
trustee; Leuise J. Small, late of
Camden, deceased, first and fmall
a ••count presented by John E. Small,
admr.; Frank A Moore, late off
Union, deceased, first and final ac
count presented by Harold L
Mocre. admr.; Orrin J. Pierce, late
cf South Thomaston, deceased, first
and final account pre ented by Sitl-I
ney Pierce, exr.; Melvina S. Crawlerd. late of Rockland. dcceased.|
i. * md final account presented iy.’|
Or ssa W. Horton, exx.; Nellie
Bean, late of Thomaston, decease
first and final trust account preented by Minnie H. Newbeit, trus-j
tic; Sarah F Pendleton, late d
Camden, decease;!, first and fina«
i es unt presented by Alphonso S|
Prince, exr.

id book under his arm
rcur door, Madam

Found Many Jobs
An Interesting Summary of
Work Done By Employ
ment Service

A Familiar Main Street Comer

CHURCHES
11

Jobs were found for more than
46,000 persons during 1941 by the
State Employment Service, Paul E
Jones, Acting D rectcr for Maine re
vealed today. During 1941 a total l f
.it
» » * * ■
•F
«&£
of 46. 686 persons were placed in
jobs by the Employment Service as
I compared with 21,063 placed in 1940,
Mr. Jones said.
Wh:l^ placements were up fcr
jihi' > I I t i
!* «
1941, benefit payments showed "a
torium.
Feb 2—Candlemas Day.
J
Feb 2 Methodist Youth Fellowship decided drop, as revealed by figures
Rally at Pratt Memorial Church in submitted for publication by Cha rRockland.
Feb. 4 Hobby Show and entertain man David Walton cf the Maine
•j - »•>
ment at Universalist vestry.
Unemployment Compensation Com
Feb 0-Daylight Saving begins.
Fet> 9—"Charter night" party of mission. Benefit payments fcr 1941
Kiwanis Club at Hotel Rockland.
amounted to $1,548,979 as compared
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Day.
with $3,474,035 paid out in unem
Feb. 18 -Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 18 19—Junior Class play. "What ployment compensation in 1940, a
US
>
•
a Life!" at High School auditorium.
decrease
cf
about
57%.
A
s
milar
Feb 19—Meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
drop was noted in the number of
Feb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's EdueajL ■ ® »
tional Club meets at Grand Army benefit payments issued, the total
hail
for 1941 being 226,875 as against
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 27 Warren High School Mi'n- 536,694 issued during 1941.
trels at Glover hall.
While the activities of the Em
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
ployment Service were greatly ac
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
celerated by placements in ship
Goodness knows how long ago this picture was taken. Next north of The Thorndike Hotel is the Wilsonyards and other defense industrial
White block (in part and without the present mansard roofl. .lust north of that stands a tiny wooden
occupations, hundreds of employers structure filling the space between the Wilson-White block and the Cobb-Berry-Chase block. Will some old
who had heretofore made little use timer tell us about it? On the southern side of Tillson avenue (then Sea street) is the Ulmer block. On the
of the Employment Service turned ground floor in the northwestern corner was a flour and corn store kept by R. A. Palmer & Co., and next south
Witli the mercury slightly above to this agency for much needed was S. M. Veazie’s hardware store. No benzine buggies ©n Main street in those happy, carefree days.
tlie freezing point this morning, help. Tlie result was that place
The Brotherhood Bible Class of
and smiling skies to greet us, we ments in non-defense occupations The combined annual meetings of
the
First Baptist Church will hold
Congregational
Church
and
Parish
showed a marked increase over
are all prepared to say that Janu
its
semi-annual
meeting Monday
will be held following the circle
previous years.
ary is using us very well despite its
night,
at
which
time
the new offi Directors of the Congrega
A similar situation was true cf supper next Wednesday night in the
early frigidity. “Weather breeding new registrants with 10,000 more vestry. Reports from the church cers will be elected. The meeting
tional Christian Confer
days,” the Old Farmer’s Almanaj persons applying for work through officers and the heads of the vari will be preceded by a supper at
ence Make Statement
calls them, which may mean that the Employment Service in 1941 ous organizations will be read. Offi 6.30 served under the direction cf
cers will be elected fcr the ensuing Ralph E. Stickney, John L. Stahl
than in 1940.
the final week has something un
Tlie churches in these days should
year. Every member of the Church and Elmer B. Crockett. Persons
pleasant in store for us. The Maine
be centers of security and service.
Phillip Wood of Rockland paid a and the Parish should try to be planning to attend the supper
Farmer's Almanac promises “heavy fine of $10 and cost of court in Mu present. Mrs. Harold Karl will be should make reservations with When a man or woman comes into
snow” for Tuesday, so ycu had better nicipal Court this morning on chairman of the circle supper com Herman Hart.
the church he should be able to feel
dig ycur dandelion greens today. charges’ cf driving an overloaded mittee for this Wednesday.
The Kiwanis Club will have as that here, at least, he is among
Ninety-four years ago today gold truck brought by Officer Harold
At a meeting of Winslow-Hol their speaker at their weekly friends. Whatever may be the State
was discovered in California, and Mitchell of the State Police.
brook Post No. 1 American Legion meeting Monday night, Bradford of disorder and confusion and hos
there weren’t 76 government ways of
Corporation,
the principal question Redonnett of Wiscasset who will tility in the world, when he is in
spending it.
It is true that the Boy Scouts, as
discussed
was
the necessary refinan have as his subject "The Univer the church he is in the company of
a duty to National Defense, are
cing
of
bonds
outstanding on the sity of Hard Knocks”. The char people who care about him. They
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson of The collecting waste paper and metals
Courier-Gazette force received a cf all sorts. This varies, however, building, which become due May 1. ter night party of the club is care about him because their lives
telegram this morning announcing in different localities in accordance 1942. Several friends of the Legion planned for Feb. 9 at the Hotel are not self-centered but Gcd-centhe death of her father, Capt. W. S. with tlie markets and facilities for who are bondholders have presented Rockland.
tered. They regard him as belong
ing to the same spiritual family as
Tripp, in New Haven. The deceased handling waste materials in that their bonds to the Legion, which
Fiank Bridges, Jr., son of Mr. they, themselves.
was 79 and a native cf Rockport. particular locality. For Rockland, kindness is especially appreciated
No matter what he may have to
Funeral arrangements to be an the boys are collecting only old by all members of the Post. The and Mrs. Frank C. Bridges of
newspapers and magazines—in a few Legion Ls working on a plan by Rankin street suffered a deep cut face in the outside world, whether
nounced.
rare cases, waste cardbords. All which it hopes to meet its obliga in his right leg just below the knee as a civilian or a memoer of the
More Talk of The Town on Page 2. three of the above should be piled tion. If there are others who desire while playing on the McLain military forces, when he comes into
flat and tied into bundles of ap to help Winslow-Holbrook Post in School grounds Thursday. Dr. Wes the hcuse of prayer he feels secure
Another lot of popular priced proximately 25 pounds. The boys this program, it will be greatly ap ley N. Wasgatt took six stitches in in his fellowmen and in God. He
the wound.
guitars has been received hy the haye been asked to take waste paper preciated.
knows himself as belonging to an
Maine Music Co. and while they last and rubbish of all descriptions, in
eternal order of life that underlies
The new officers of the Parish of all the transient circumstances
Leroy D. Perry, local secretary of
are being offered at pre-war prices, cluding metals. They have not the
$5.95 to $8.25. Due to the increasing facilities for handling this material, the Civic Service Commission, has St. Peter’s EpLscopal Church aret through which he must pass. Our
io.st of material and manufacture nor are the market conditions such announced that there are many va Senior warden, Alton W. Decrow; churches need more than ever before
tin.- will undoubtedly be the last op at the present time that they can cancies for typists and stenogra junior warden emeritus, Robert H. to give people this fundamental
portunity fcr some time to purchase dispose of them readily. Of course, phers in the civil service. Arrange House; junior warden, Wallace M. sense of security. It is this that wil]
this grade guitar at these low prices. the
conditions throughout tlie ments are being made to give ex Little; clerk, Capt. Keryn ap Rice; give them courage and hope and the
As before a neck cord, instruction country and conservatioin program aminations to 10 applicants at a vestrymen, Charles McIntosh, Dr. resultant spiritual energy they will
bock and pick is given with each is continually changing. If the time each -Saturday afternoon. All Gilmore Soule, Perley Axtell, Charles need for victorious living.
Raymcnd
Bucklin,
instrument.—adv.
Scouts find a way to handle any information may be obtained from Livingston,
With this basic feeling of security
George
Haskell,
Vesper
Haskell, well established, it remains for the
other materials they will notify the Mr. Perry at the Post Office. The
first examinations are expected in Carlyle Brown, Howard Thomas. churches to carry cn in all the regu
public.
three to four weeks, but, applica
lar departments of their activity and
tions
should >be made as soon as This is to notify those residents in all the added responsibilities put
BORN
in the Sea Scout collecting district
Allen—At Rockland. Jan. 23. to Mr. possible.
(Ingraham’s Hill to Holmes and upon them by reason of the war. Our
Now Ls the time to have your car and Mrs. Robert M. Allen, a daughter
program in the local church must
—Susan Meeks.
Aligned and Wheels Balanced
Clinton Fickett, son of Mr. and Ocean streets), that there will be
Merriam—At Rockland. Jan. 24. to
proceed
without abatement. The
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Merriam, a son. Mrs. Louts Fickett of Rankin street, no collection of papers and maga
Special Rate This Month
task
of
religious
education a"d the
who recently enlisted in the Navy, zines Saturday because cf Sea Scout
SAVE THOSE TIRES
office
of
worship
must be main
MARRIED
writes home that he is stationed at Inspection coming next week. The
Stickney-Flinton-—At Rockland. Jan.
tained
at
a
high
level.
The mission
19 Leroy E. Stickney and Miss Ruth the recruit training station at New quarters must be completely cleaned
ary
giving
must
continue
to increase
E.’ FUnton. both of Rockland--By port, R. I. He says there are 20,000 before that time.
The Scouts ask
as
it
has
done
in
our
State
Confer
51 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME. Dr. Guy Wilson.
men at the station and more arriv these who have already notified
ence
durng
the
past
year.
TEL. 121-W
ing every day. At the present, his them that they have paper to hold
DIED
10-11
Our help to the Committee for
The
Tripp—At New Haven. Conn . Jan. division Ls living in what might be it until Saturday Jan. 31.
War
victims and Services must be
23. Capt. W S. Tripp, formerly ol
termed air raid shelters, so congest Scouts thank all who have contribu
Rockport, aged 79 years.
generous
beyond what it has been
-LJungstedt
At Rockport. Jan. 22.
ted thus far and ask anyone else
Milnor Ljungstcdt. aged 83 years, 2 ed is the staton.
Many
of
our
men have been called
who would like to do so to call either
months. 9 days. Committal and cre
I
to
•
the
Colors,
and more will be
mation at Forest Hills, Mass., Mon
Effective next Monday Ls this 750-M or 1241-M and it will be
day afternoon.
called.
Among
our
ministers some
irennison—At St. George, Jail 23, change of hours at the State Em called for on the 31st.
SATURDAY NIGHT
are
serving
as
chaplains.
We shall
Susie K. Haskell, wife of Maurice A ployment
Service headquarters:
SPEAR HALL. 7.45
Dennison, aged 47 years. 9 months,
have
to
carry
on
without
their
help
Given Away, $20—2 each, anti 4
Rrv. Frederick W. Smith will
Funeral arrangements not complete.
Open 8.30 a. m. to 5 p. m. daily,
rlaisted
At
Lincolnville
Beach.
Jan.
Church people will be extra busy
Extra Prizes, $1 each. Specials—
22. George E. Plaisted. aged 76 years Monday through Friday, and on speak at 10.30 tomorrow at the
Funeral Sunday at 2 o clock from Saturday from 8 39 a. m. to 12.30 Methodist Church on "Liquor and with various phases of civilian de
Dinners, and Merchandise Cou
Good funeral home.
Tnterment in
fense.
Our Armed Forces."
pons, Flour, Butter, Steak, Po
Mountain cemetery
p. m.
Genthner
At
Bremen.
Long Island
Nevertheless, wc dare not fail the
tatoes, Sugar, 3 His. Shortening,
Jan. 21. Eugene L. Genthner. aged 68
The
Sea
Scouts
are
backing
the
church.
No form of civilian defense
'■ears.
2
months,
21
days.
Funeral
A
charming
and
beautiful
pic

and plenty of Bacon and Eggs on
Saturday at 2 o’clock from Bremen.
movement
100%
of
making
a
oneis
any
more
basic to our morale
ture
of
The
Curtis
Institute
of
evening play.
Long Island school house.
day
city-wide
collection
of
newspa

than
is
the
religious
pregram of the
Music
of
Philadelphia,
on
a
post
ll*lt
IN MEMORIAM
card came to The Ccurier-Gazette pers and magazines, proceeds to go community. Let us of the churches
In loving memory of our father,
in the spirit of prayer and sacrifice,
to the Red Cress War Fund.
Harris J. Gott, who passed away Jan. to announce that "The Curtis In
take
increased responsibility for
stitute is suspending the publication
His children. Mrs. Helen Orcutt,
The
Iva
M
.
Capt.
Lew
Wallace,
their
on-going
in these tragic and
Mrs. Minnie Parker, Mrs. Myrtle Kent, of the magazine "Overtones” for the
discharged
26.000
pounds
of
red

Harry Gott.
difficult times.
duration of the War.”
fish and mixed groundflsh at the
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. ! F. J. O'Hara plant yesterday, the
Beano G.A.R. hall Monday, Jan.
1.0.0. F. Hall, Sat., 8.15
Paul Merriam of Suffolk street at first landing for several days due 26. 2.15 p. m. Benefit Civil War
Atte ndance Prize $6.00
I to heavy seas.
Knox Hospital last night.
Memorial Ass’n.—adv.
11-lt
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
,’an 25 —Thomaston
Drama "Days
t Come" at. Baptist Church.
I ,n 2(5—Shakespeare Society meets
win Mrs. Harriet Frost.
Jail. 27—Waldoboro Woman’s Club
,
,-t.s
at Community Garden Club
House.
ran 28
Rockland
laymen's Re
el mal Conference at Ftrst Baptist
Ctinrch
Jan. 28 Knox County Poultrymen
II1Ppt at Rockland City Hall.
Jin. 30—Thomaston School fair at
Watts hall, benefit- Red Cross.
lan. 30
Waldoboro
President’s
Birthday Ball at High School audi

Ii
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DAVID G. HODGKINS', JR.

7.30 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $70.00 Specnal Cash Prizes
and $2 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
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ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 26
office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30

>RY WILL BE ISSUED IN

THE ENTIRE PROCEEDS

From Every Lubrication Job

Cockeyed Laws That May Get
You—don't laugh—America is full
i of strange laws. Read about these
odd laws in the American Weekly
Magazine with the January 25th
Boston Sunday Advertiser.—adv.
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if you have the job done before Feb. 1 at
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119-112 UMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MR.
»
119-tf

Ambulance Service

ROCKLAND

This is the contribution of the Rockland Sunoco

• ••

• RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST,

MAIN ST., COR. TALBOT AVE.,

TEL. 662

kockland, ME.

Station to the Red Cross

Have Your Car Lubricated At
ROCKLAND SUNOCO STATION

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION
THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery

A

Lettering

44-S-tf

tl HtWI I

6ERMONETTB
Elisha The Tishbite
III

Superlative courage marked
Elijah. In the third year of
the great drouth there was a
sore famine in Samaria. King
Ahab called the royal governor
of hLs Obadiah the other half,
to hunt water and grass for
their dying cattle.
Now as Obadiah was in the
way, Elijah met him. Obadiah
knew him. and fell on his face.
"Art thou my lord Elijah?”
Elijah answered, "I am, go
tell King Ahab Elijah is here.”
Obadiah was stunned. "Ahab
will kill me. As the Lord thy
God liveth, there is no nation
or kingdom where the king
hath not south thee and now
thou sayest, 'Go tell King Ahab
behold Elijah is here’; he will
assuredly slay me.”
Elijah answered, "As the Lord
of hosts liveth I will show my
self unto him today.” Obadiah
feared for Elijah, but his great
est fear was for himself, but
he went, and soon King Ahab
and Elijah stood face to face.
Anger stirred the king. Sternly
he asked, "Art thou he that
troubleth Israel?”
No fear troubled Elijah. He
was there as Jehovah's agent
to challenge Ahab and his false
God Baal.
“I have not troubled Israel;
but thou and thy father’s
house, in that ye have forsaken
the commandments of the
Lord, and thou hast followed
Baalim.”
He dared the King, this
mighty seventh King of Israel.
‘“Send Ahab, and gather to me
all Israel unto Mount Carmel,
and the prophets of Baal, 450,
and the prophets of the groves,
400, which eat at your wife
Jezebel’s table.
When they came Elijah was
no more afraid of them than
of the king. Boldly he ques
tioned them, “Hew long halt ye
between two opinions? If the
Lord be God, follow him; but
if Baal, then follow him.” The
people answered him not a
word.
Elijah stood alone before the
King. Baal’s 450 prophets and
the people. He was here to put
Jezebel’s God to the test.
So God, in every crisis find.?
men of courage to do His will.
He will find them in this war
of righteousness against the
pagan gods of Hitler, Mussolini
or Hirohito—men unafraid.
—William A. Holman
A Temperance Sunday service will
be observed at the Methodist Church
Sunday morning at 10.45 with spe
cial music with the Rev. Frederick
W. Smith of Waterville speaking on
the subject, “Liquor and Our Armed
Forces.” The public is invited. At
7 in the evening the pastor speaks
on, "Deliverance from Fear.” Re
ligious School Classes meet before
and after morning worship. Youth
Fellowship at 6.15 is led by Harri
son Dow. The mid-week service is
on Tuesday at 7.
9 • • •

"The Life of Jesus in the Life of
the Church” will be the subject of
the sermon by Rev. Roy A. Welker
in the Rockland Congregational
Church Sunday at 10.30 a. m. The
Comrades of the Way will meet at
6.30 p. m. This twill be a formal and
ritualistic meeting; the subject of
the discussion period will be "Tlie
Japanese Religion.” Tom Perry will
lead the discussion on ‘Japanese
Temples and Forms of Worship”
and Miss Ruth Emery will lead in
the consideration of the Japanese
religious Art and Music. The Com
rades have invited the members of
the Y.P.CU. of the Universalist
Church to be present at their meet
ing of February first. The Pilgrim
Fellowship will meet at the par
sonage at 8 p. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal'
the services for tomorrow will be
appropriate for the Feast of the
Conversion of St. Paul and the
Third Sunday after Epiphany: Ma
tins at 7.10; Holy Communion at
7.30; Church School at 9.30; Holy
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; Ves
pers at Devotions at 7.30 p. m. Daily
Mass except Monday and Saturday
at 7.30. Let everyone visit the
church daily and pray for Peace.
• • • •
"The Right of Way,” will be the
sermon subject at the 10.30 service
of the First Baptist Church Sunday.
The fourth lesson in the Life of
Christ will be studied in the
Church School at noon. The Young
People’s Societies will hold their
meetings at 6 o’clock. The Endeav
orers will have Rev. Helen H. Carl
son address them.
The Bereans
will be led by Mrs. Annie Billings.
The people's evening service will

11 (111

DI

open at 7.15 with the “sing” direct
ed by Oismohd Palmer. There will
be a ten minute organ recital by
Miss Patterson preceding this serv
ice. Mr. MacDonald’s subject will
be. “HLs Second Chance.” Thdre will
be a baptismal service in connection
with this service. The choir will
sing both morning and evening.
“You will never find God to. be a
living reality until first of all you
feel Him to be an absolute neces
sity.”
• • • •
"Tlie Keys of The Kingdom” will
be tbe subject of tlie sermcn at the
Universalist Sunday morning as Dr
Lowe, preaches on Dr. A J. Cronin’s
great religious novel bearing the
above title. Miss Lotte McLaugh
lin will be soloist. Tlie Church
Schocl meets with the adult congre
gation with nursery department for
small children. Mrs. Glover’s Class
meets at her residence after church

and Y.P.C.U. 7 p. m.
• • » •

Dr. Frank T. Littorin of Waterville
will be the guest speaker at the
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
Sunday, speaking at 10.30 on "I Will
Build My Church.” Special music
will include a solo by Mrs. Sidney
Munro. Sunday Schcol follows at
11.45 with classes for all ages. At
5 o’clock Dr. Littorin will conduct
a conference for Christian workers,
and at 6 o’clock he will have a mess
age for the young people. For the
evening service at 7.15, Dr. Littorin
will use as his topic "Christians In
a World Gone Mad.” The young
people’s choir will sing. Mid-week
praise and prayer service Tuesday
evening at 7.30.

"Truth” is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist, Jan.
25. The Golden Text is: ‘God shall
' send forth his mercy and hLs truth.”
j (Psalms 57:3). The citations from
j the Bible include the following pass
ages: “I will praLse thee, O Lord,
among the people: I will sing unto
thee among the nations. For thy
mercy is great unto the heavens, and
thy truth unto the clouds.” (Psalms
1 57:9-10).
• • * •
Evangelistic service will be held
in G.AjR. hall Sunday at 7.45 p. m ,
conducted by Miss Mears and Miss
Scherb. All are welcome.
• • • •
FROM DR. LOWE’S SUMMER PARISH
On the breast of a lovely gree'n hillside
Sloping gently to meet cradled sea.
Quaintly set, sweetly belled, unpre
tentious.
Stands the church that is heart's-*
home to me.
O "Little Brown Church" in our vil
lage,
Lovely "Little BroWn Church” on
the lea,
To your precepts and friendships and
memories
Wc now pledge you our hearts’
loyalty.
From the ' Love" that you bear on
your banner
Breathes an atmosphere holy and
calm;
Where in harmony all meet together
Creeds forgotten ln unity’s charm.
What though circumstance change, or
miles sever,
What though partings must be—
ever will.
Forged are bonds that unite us forever
In the "Little Brown Church" on
the hill.
—Marietta Munro Simmons

Of Round Pond, in "The Christian
Leader".

Laymen To Confer
Eminent Speakers Will Be
Heard At the Baptist
Gathering Here

Ker. Paul H. Conrad

A Baptist Laymen's Regional
Conference will be held at the
First Baptist Church in Rockland
Jan. 28, presided over by Chester
Wyllie of Warren, chairman cf
the State Board of Baptist. lay
men. The counties to bp repiesented are Knox, Lincoln, Kennebes and Waldo. The program will
open at 5 p. m. and continue into
the evening with supper at 6.30
5 p. m.—Registration.
5.15—Devotions, led by Frank
Ingraham of Rockland.
5.30— ‘Round Table Conference,
by Rev. Paul Conrad of New York
City.
6 30—Supper hour.
7.30—Devotions, by Granville N.
Batchelder of Tenant’s Harbor.
7.45—Announcements and offer
ing.
7.55 — Address. "A Christian
Strategy in These Times,” by Rev.
Paul Conrad.
8.25—Trombone solo by Flcrian
Clark of Rockland.
8.30— Address, "Cairns." by Dr.
Alton L. Miller, cf Boston.
Dr. Alton L. Miller, one cf the
speakers, comes from Boston, and
is a member of the Boston Bap
tist Laymen. He heads tbe whole
sale candy company, known as tlie
Charles F. Miller Company of
Boston. He is a Past president of
the northern Baptist Convention,
and is chairman of the board of
the American Baptist Home Mis
sion Society.
Rev. Paul H. Conrad was a
Y.M.C.A. Secretary in Brooklyn,
and Newark, before he entered the
ministry. For many years Mr.
Conrad enlarged his ministry by’
organizing and directing men’s
choruses, graded mixed choirs,
and teaching organized Bible
Classes, the largest of which was
at Rutherford, where an average
attendance of over 600 was main
tained each Sunday. During hi.s
pastorate he did much teaching
of courses at young people's as
semblies, camps and conferences,
on music, worship and steward
ship.
'
For

dependable
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service

•.all the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line.
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KNOW YOUR MILK MAN
THE STORY OF ROUND TOP FARMS
NO. 4—HANDLING OF MILK, PART 1

In our own barn our cows are milked twice a day by milking
machines which we have operated for some 15 years. The after
noon milking begins at 4 o’clock and we invite customers and
visitors, particularly children, to watch this process. At no time
are the milk pails open at the top while in the bam except when
each cow is stripped and then only for less than a minute.
Cleaning of the machines and cows and management of the herd
will be described in a later Issue.
Our barn is of modern type with hay and feed storage over
head and sealed ceiling. The barn Ls cleaned twice a day and
manure hauled daily to the fields.
Outside of the barn, but attached to it and entered through
two sets of swinging doors in the barn milk-weigh-room where
each cow’s milk is weighed and strained into cans. These full
cans are then rolled outside to a separate building where they
are placed in ice-tanks for cooling and storage until the milk
is bottled.

We have 20 regular producers from whom we buy the en
tire production of their herds the year round. Their barns and
milk rooms arc inspected by us and by the state inspector at
regular intervals. All cattle in these herds are tested for and
must be free from Tuberculosis. All cattle in these herds are
tested, in the process of being tested or will immediately be
tested and must be free from Bangs disease.
All milk from these herds is tested daily before being used.
Each producer’s milk is sampled al least once a month and sent
for analysis to the State Experiment Station at our expense.
This is in addition to the butterfat, sediment and microscopic,
tests we make in our own plant.
Samples of our finished products are aLso sent at our expense
once a week to the State Experiment Station as our own check
on quality.
The rather persistent story “going around” that we buy milk#
"everywhere.” is entirely false as the above facts show. As a
matter of fact wc know of no milk dealer or producers dealer
who does not buy some milk at some time of the year. Often
the public docs not realize that it is impossible for a farmer to
have a uniform supply of milk the year round to exactly meet
the demand on his route—cows and farm management just do
not work that way. Wc make the adjustment by separating
surplus milk for cream. We buy pasteurized cream to offset
any shortage in cream.
We sell milk and < ream to many milk dealers in all the com
munities in which we arc located and believe that Ls a much
safer supply for them, than for them to buy now and then rrom
some neighbor who may not comply with even the State Inspec
tion Service.

Continuous and careful checking, testing and inspecting i-s
a requirement you should demand of YOUR MILK MAN.
Next issue—part ? of Handling milk in our plant.

EDWARD B. DENNY, JR.
Gen. Manager.

Page Four

Hale?”
“Who, me? I work for Mees Samp
f
"WcH’ She’s not your squaw, ls seesters.”
“What do you do there?”
she?” continued the Commissioner.
‘ Wait on table. Wash deeshes,
‘‘She promise to marry on me. She
work for Meester Hale. She say she sweep, do much t’inga. Work hard.”
lak dark mans no more, she lak goT
“Yet, you had time to take care
of Mr. Hale’s cabin?”
hair.”
“Where were you yesterday’”
She tossed her head, set her lips
“In mornin’ cleanin’ out hangar. in a heavy red line of defiance.
Chief fl.v oft' in plane, Pasca say, Harcourt commanded:
beeg chance to make order.”
“Answer the Commissioner’s ques
“Did that lake all day?”
tions, Tatima. We all know that
“No sirree. Word come dat chief you worked for Mr. Hale. Tell the
marry. Mees Samp seesters, they truth.”
sen’ tne to woods. I cut everyShe regarded him from under low
t’ing green. Bring to H house.”
ered lids. Hunched her fine shoul
“What did you do then?”
ders.
“I put ’em roun’ room.”
"Who, me? Tell truth? You not
“Yourself?”
like it p'raps much as you t’ink. I
“Mees Hale come an’ Meester
tell. I work for Meester Hale.” A
Chester Bruder, seester, dey work spasm of feeling twisted her face.
tugedder, oder mens come too.”
She bit her lips. A drop of blood
• Were Mrs. Hale and Chester in stained her teeth as she went on.
the II hou i all the time you were?” “I tak’ care of cabin w'ile Mees
“No sirree. Meester Chester go Hale gone away.”
irst Say to her, ‘You feenish.’ She
“Been there since her return?”
sen’ me for more green. W'en I
“One tarn, p’raps.”
come back—she gone too.”
“Remember losing this?”
“Gone, had she? Where were you
Tiie Indian girl bent forward to
lac night'.”’
stare at his extended hand. In the
“Squaw-dance ”
center lay a blue glass bead. She
“Was your girl friend” — tie clutched at the string about her
amended “was Tatima, this girl neck. Inscrutability veiled the fright
you expect to marry, with you?”
! which had flamed in her eyes. She
“No. She stay at Wattle Shop for drawled:
“Lose bead two days ago. Same
beeg marriage party there.” He
quaiifitid, “She come to dance late. tarn she there.”
Stay long night through."
With a nod she indicated the girl
“You said first that she wasn't at the typewriter desk. Janice felt
I the color mount to her hair as the
there.”
The Indian’s scowl was savage. ' four men looked at her. The Com
“Yoi t’ink you pretty damn smart missioner laid a restraining hand on
J Harcourt’s knees as he started from
fella, catch me. huh.”
The Commissioner tipped back in his chair. He asked blandly:
"You mean that young lady at the
his chair. “I not only think I am, I
know I am. Bring in the girl.” The desk?”
"Sure, I mean she. Meester Hale
order was like the erack of a whip. I
Tatima swaggered in, head back. he phone for her to come. Say he
Her face had the curious color dark have secret letter. First he send
skin has when drained of blood. Mees Hale to Waffle Shop. Mees
“Have a good time at the Indian Trent come. He tell her letter. He
tell her she beautiful. After w’ile
dance last night?”
he say, T kees yo‘ han’s. I—’ ”
Tatima straightened. “Who. me1
“Tatima!”
Me go to Indian dance?” Her conWith the exclamation, Janice was
on her feet. Livid, furious, Har
court was on hi9. The Commis
sioner’s voice cut like a razor.
“Sit down, both of you. Don't
mess this testimony up by getting
on your ear, Harcourt. Sit down
and let’s get on with it.” As they
subsided into their respective chairs
be suggested:
“Didn't like Hale to tell Miss
Trent that she was beautiful, did
you?”
"Who, me? I not care. He say
to her. ‘You run away from marry
in’. Kees an’ run kin’.* An’ she say.
to keep to bees-ness. He talk more,
much more. Then beads break. I
busy peeking thena up. I hear no
more.”
“Didn’t hear Miss Trent’s voice
again?”
“Ask much questions, don’t you?
P’raps you t’ink Tatima some leetle
detecter. I hear her speak outside,
that all. She speak very mad to
Meester Jimmy Chester, ’fore he
come in.”
“Chester! Did he come into the
cabin?”
“Sure, he come. He say very
loud. ‘W'at you mean sending for
Mees Trent, Joe? Try any funny
business an' I’ll shoot.' An’ then
Mees Hale come in an’ say, ‘W'at
you doin’ with that pistol. Jimmy?
Joe’s frightened!' An’ then she
laughed an’ laughed ’sthough she
didn't know what she doin’, an' I
went to Waffle Shop an’ wash
deeshes."
Tatima swaggered in.
“You didn’t see Mr. Hale again
alive?
”
tempt was superb. “I stay at Waf
“
Who,
me? I not see heem again,
fle Shop all night, help Mees Samp
never.”
seesters clear up after marriage
“That’s all. You may go.”
party.”
• • •
She swung out, head up, the Yaku
The Commissioner grinned at Ka tat blanket trailing from one hand.
The Commissioner watched her till
di a ma.
’ de! Pretty damn smart fella, the door closed. Made a note on
what? Get out. I'll send for you his pad.
“You take stenographic notes,
later.” He waited until the glower
ing Indian had closed the door be- don't you. Grant? Take Miss Trent's
in nd him before he motioned to the testimony.”
He looked at Janice. “Sorry to
chair.
bring
you into this, but I want to
“Sit down.”
hear
about
your visit to Hale’s cab
Tatima favored him with a dis
dainful glance. “Who, me? I stan’ in.”
“Mr. Hale phoned me to come
up.”
and
take a letter from his dicta
“Sn’t yourself. You work for Mr.
tion.”
“What was the nature of the let
ter?”
“Codicil! Did he sign it?”
“I don’t know. I put it in shape
sent two copies to him by one
FIGHTING DOLLARS and
of the men.”
“You have your notes?”
“Yes.”
“Make a rough draft for me when
we get through this afternoon. While
you were at the Hale cabin, what
happened?”
“Tatima has given an exact ac
count.”
“You met Chester as you went
America must be strong.
out?”
Every man and woman must
“Yes.”
contribute their strength to the
“What did he say to you?”
-trength of America at war.
“He asked what I was doing in
Some are carrying guns—
Hale’s cabin."
some are flying planes—some
“And you answered?”
“That it was none of his busi
are giving their blood on ships
ness. The suspicion in bis voice
at sea.
made me furious.”
YOU on the home front must
“Mm! All the next day you were
buy those guns—those planes—
away from headquarters, I under
stand. There was a party here in
those ships. That must be your
the evening. Did you dance with
contribution to freedom under
Chester?”
fire!
BUY DEFENSE
“Yes.”
STAMPS AND BONDS TO
“Did he mention your meeting of
DAY—buy them with every
the
day before?”
penny you have to spsra!
“Yes. He apologized for his manCHAPTER XII
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is Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. R. N. Each
division has chosen its own offi
cers thus: for the afternoon
A A A A
president Mrs. Edna Overlock;
ZA ZA ZA ZA
ZA ZA Zx ZA
SENTER * CRANE'S
secretary,
Mrs. Mary Halligan;
ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS. LOUISE M3LUSR
treasurer, Mrs. Olive Boggs; pub
Correspondent
Correspondent
licity, Mrs. Laura Partridge; for
« St » »
the evening, president. Mrs. Ruth
Tel. 27
Tel. 40
Wilson; secretary. Mrs. Jessie
The Pilgrim Club will meet Mon-: Walker; treasurer. Mis. Alice
Mrs. Richard Achorn is employed
day
with Miss Martha Griffin, the'Buck; publicity. Mrs. Lillian MaIn the offlce of the Stcnington Fur
thews.
niture Co., Rockland.
hostess to be the leader also.
This course requires 12 lessons
Mrs. Laila Blanchard is employed
Sermon topics Sunday at the
•
at Kuhn's insurance agency.
Baptist Church will be: At 10.30 of two hours each.
Union Farmers’ Trading Club
Air raid wardens met Friday night “Is Tills the End of the World?”
and at 7. “The Unpardonable Sin.”
at the High School building.
At the annual meeting of the
Farmers’
Co-operative
Sale
Mrs. William Brown, Jr., of Wo Church school will meet at 12 noon. Union
Sponsored by the Congregational Trading Club held recently at
burn. Mass., ls visiting at the home
$75.00 Values
....................................................... $47.03
of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Wilbur Ladies’ Circle, with Mrs. Clark Glover hall, four members were
50.00 Values
.......................................................
35.03
French the hostess, assisted by Mrs. chosen to the board of directors'—
Hilton.
A.
T.
Olson
ofUnion,
re-elected.
Sidney
Wyllie,
17
choir
members
met
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn entertained the
39.00 Values
.......................................................
25.03
Wednesday for a supper party at the, Henry lives. Sr. of Waldoboro, Oiva
Bridge Club Thursday night.
parsonage.
Place
cards
bore
staffs
Kallinen
of
North
Waldoboro,
and
The Susannah Wesley Society re
29.50 Values
.......................................................
19.00 (.
cently elected these officers: Presi of music, and a picture represent John Ojampera of Appleton.
fi'
Auditors are. Charles Kigel of
dent. Mrs. Eudora Miller; vice presi ing some songs, which was guessed,
dents. Mrs. Dora Yorke. Mrs. Nellie and centrepiece of the table was a North Warren, Henry lives. Jr. of
Overlook; secretary, Mrs. Elsie Bar green pottery howl, filled with Warren. Edward Latva of Cushing.
$6.95 Values ............................................................
$3.00
nard; treasurer, Mrs. Ethel Benner oranges, given the party by George Charles Kigel of North Warren wa.s
W. Walker. Choir rehearsal fol elected representative to the Maine
Mrs Edgar Hagerman Ls visiting
lowed the supper, at which those Co-operative Council, Antton Riuth 10.50 Values............................................................
5.03
relatives in Massachusetts.
present were: Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark ta of Union to represent the Trad
Gerald Hilton, sen of Mr. and Mrs. French, Mrs. Dana H. Smith, Sr., ing Club at the annual meeting
13.50 Values ..........................................................
7.00
W. H. Hilton, has passed the exami Mrs. Samuel Norwood, Mr. and Mrs. of
the
United
Co-operative
nation for training in the Aviation Sidney Wyllie, William H. Robin Farmers Inc. at Fitchburg. Mass.;
Machinists' course.
son. Miss Verna Rcbinson, Miss entertainment committee re-elec
A committee to set up a School Glenice French, Alice Marie Griffin. ted. At the directors’ meeting Jan.
$14.50 Values .......................................................... $10.00
of Navigation consists of Foster MLss Joyce Halligan, Miss Martha 20, these officers were elected:
Jameson, Lawrence T. Weston and Griffin. Lillian Durrell, Beth Rcb President, A. T. Olson of Union,
9.50 Values ..........................................................
6.50 ?'■
A. D. Gray. Capt. Crockett would inson, Patricia Moody. Mrs. Michael re-elected; vice president, Frank
be the instructor for this school.
Halligan and Miss Betty Moore.
Salmi of Waldoboro; secretary,
{f
7.50 Values ..........................
5.00
The woman's grim lips twisted in
Lewis Fisk and family have Frank Silonen of Warren; trea
Wiwurna Chapter, O.E.S, has
a smile. “Which’s polite for sayin’,
moved to the Vinal apartment va surer. John Ojampera of Apple5.95 Values ..........................................................
3.95 (
‘What you doin’ here?’ Mr. Bruce, elected these officers: Worthy ma
i i:
cated
in
the
Fall
‘
by
the
family
of
tron,
Laila
Blanchard;
worthy
pa

ton.
Chosen
to
represent
the
club
I came to save you wastin’ the gov
r.
ernment’s time.” She stepped into tron. Willis H. Crowell; associate Lewis Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Fisk on the board of directors in the
Notice
Regarding
Deliveries:
In
view
of
the
tiie
situation
ve
the center of the room. Her voice matron, Millwee Pollard; associate moved because their apartment in United Farmers Co-operative are
ask you to co-operate by taking parcels with you when possibl".
•
quavered with excitement. “Found patron, Ralph Pcllard; conductress. the mill tenement at the village Frank Silonen of Warren; alter
No
deliveries
on
sales
under
$1.06.
the revolver that shot Joe Hale? Lila Lovejoyr associate conductress, was damaged last week by smoke nate. William Anttila of Union.
Must be somewhere.”
Faye Schwartz; treasurer, Rer.a ar.d fire.
Red Cross Contributors
"Obviously." The Commissioner’s
voice dripped sarcasm. Martha Crowell; secretary, Ida Stahl; mem Mrs. Chester Wyllie attended a
Contributions the past week to
ber of board of trustees for three meeting of the nominating com
Samp frowned at him.
the
Red Crass in which this town's
“What do you mean speakin’ like years, Anne Waltz; finance com mittee in the State Baptist Wo
that to me, to a woman old enough mittee, Laila Blanchard, Willis mens Missionary Society Tuesday quota is $656 hasi brought the
amount now given slightly over
to be your mother? I want you Crowell and Ralph Pollard.
in Portland.
$300
should understand that the engi
Van Russell. chief of the Rock
neers in this camp didn’t leave their
Reported by treasurer. Mrs.
land
Fire Department will speak
ROCKVILLE
manners behind in the States. You
Chester
Wyllie are: E. A. Starrett
Marjorie Hunter’s sixth birthday Tuesday at a defense meeting at S.U.V., $10; Scuth Warren B H
et ten waffles for your lunch, Mary
told me. I ain’t under any obliga wa.s celebrated at the close of school Glover hall, to which the public
tions to feed you an’ your assist Tuesday by her teacher, Mrs. Mar is invited. Special war time depu Club, $5; Mrs. Adelaide Norwood
ants while you’re here on this case. garet Carr and school mates. After ties will attend and valuable in $.50; Mrs. Eleanor Barrett, $1;
If you try to be a smarty with me,
formation of chemical warfare will Russell Smith, $1; Mr. and Mrs.
you’ll eat with the men or the Eski enjoying a jelly time with games be given by Chief Russell.
Everett Cunningham, $2; Mrs.
refreshments were served.
mos, understand?”
The Contract Club will meet Alice MacDougall, $10; Miss Fran
June Carroll has been absent from
Tubby Grant camouflaged an exu
ces Spear, $2; Mr. and Mrs. George
berant chuckle with a racking school this week because of ill Tuesday at 1.45 at the home of Newbert, $5.
Mrs.
Everett
Cunningham.
cough. Dauntless Martha Samp bel ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett. $5;
Roland Starrett is clerking at
ligerently faced the Commissioner.
Mrs. Martha Sides has returned
Mrs.
Blanche McIntyre. $1; Mrs.
A smile tempered the amazement ’ home from Boston following a visit the post office.
Catherine
Wade, $2; Mrs. Mary
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
on his face as he rose. He was de with her brother, Andrew.
Rehearsals for the minstrel show
serted
once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
cidedly attractive when he stepped
Mr. and Mrs. Einar Lofman and to be given by the High School Thomas- $5: -^'s Harriet Hahn,
lines
five
cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
outside his official self. Janice de
Susie Hahn, $1.
son Fied are spending the Winter Feb. 27 will be begun next ‘week.'*1,
small words to a line.
cided.
“Miss Samp, if it’s a case of love in Quincy, where Mr. Lofman has Senior girl.? are working on a ! Seven new members have been
quilt to be sold in connection with enrol!pdSpecial Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
my waffles, love me. I’m eatir.g out employment.
ments
which require the answers to be sent to The Courierthe
shew.
of your hand. I never tasted any
Mrs. Nellie Perry who Ls ill and
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
thing so good. Sit down. We'll lis under the care cf a trained nurse
Cooking and housekeeping girls
ten so long as you’ll talk.”
took up measuring of ingredients.
is showing slight improvement.
She sat down.
Standard weight per bushel as pro
•and
sewing girls the parts of the
Mrs. Edgar Hallowell returned
“Sakes alive, I guess you don’t
vided
by Section 39 of the Revised
sewing machine, at the meeting
know what you’re promising. I’m heme this week after being a sur
Statutes
as amenaed by Public Laws
3-OCTAVE Deagan Xylophone and
6 ROCM house to let at Keag, lights. I
of the Happy-Go-Luckies 4-H Club
quite a talker when I get goin’. How gical patient at Knox Hospital.
well, t lift, garage. Tel. 7-J. FRAN- case for sale. Apply BOX 183 cof
1913
and
Public
Laws
of
1915.
Cut
11*13
11*13 Knox St., Thomaston.
Percie Fiske sustained a cut on held Thursday at the home of the
CI3 RICHARDSON
soever. I haven’t got so much to
MILCH goats for sale: 2 Togg, does
say unless I get started on crime or bis face requiring nine stitches last local leader. Plans were made for it out and keep for references.
7-ROOM house to let, bath, furnace.
2-car garage, rent $20 month. TEl. pure bred. 4 yrs. old. J. W L . 31
matrimony. Surprisin’ how often Saturday when a limb from a falling a Valentine party Feb. 5.
1 Bushel—Lbs 997-W.
Spruce St.
______ 11*1:
Rockland_______________ 11*13
you’ll find ’em related. I've found tree struck him as he was workSix candidates will be initiated Apples ......................................... 44
DAY old chicks for sale. New Hamp
TWO unfurnished apartments to
the pistol.” From the box she cau
4 rooms and bath, desirable loca shire Reds: R I Reds Straight or
Mcnday at Mystic Rebekah Lodge, Apples, dried ............................... 25 let.
tion. L. A. THURSTON_Tel. 1159. 9-tf sexed. Maine U S. puliorum clean.
tiously
extracted
a
revolver :ng in the woods.
H. W. LITTLE. Tel. 532 Rockland
of ! Barley ........................................... 4b
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Farmer and with MiriamRebekah Lodge
5 ROOM unfurnished modern apart
wrapped in a soft white cloth. A
10-1'.
ment
to
let
at
6
Talbot
Ave.
R.
M
revolver with a gleaming mother- ■on of Togus spent last week-end Rockland doing thewerk. Supper J Beans ............................................ 60 O NFIL. Tel. 1397-R
ONE Remington typewriter $15. one
9‘11
adding machine $20. and all make
of-pearl butt
with Mrs. Florence Bolduc who is will be served on the arrival of Beans, Lima.................................. 56
HOUSE to let at 17 Suffolk St In-' for
sale, to let and repaired at lowest
the guests.
Beans, shell .................................. 28 quire at 24 OTIS ST
The office whirled before Janice’s eriously ill at her home here.
________ 9-11 prices, one new add sub'tact, machine,
list
$125 to -ell for $J5. Tel 973-W
incredulous eyes. Bruce Harcourt’s!
HOUSE, modern Improvements and
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse addressed Beans, Soy .................................... 58
10-tf
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH. J. W. THOMAS____________
It was identical with the one he
the High School Friday atan , Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
Tel. 396 M, Ocean Ave., Ingrnh'-m
ACCORDIAN
for
sale,
new
Italian
CLARK ISLAND
had jerked from its holster when
Hill._______________________________ 7*9tf made, 12 b ss piano accordlan anti
pole ...........................................
assembly his subject “Temper
they had met the bear.
Mrs. Alexander Morrison and
EXCELLENT heated 6-room apart case, guaranteed, $42 50. Te! 1328-M.
ance.”
Beans, string ...............................
ment to let at 36 Pleasant St. MIKE 29 Beech St CHARLES A LUNDELL
"I found it on the shore when the laughter Arlene of Bath were here
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R
6-tf _________________________________ 3-tf
Miss Blanche Gordon of Port Beans, Windsor (broad) ...........
tide went out,” Martha continued. to attend the funeral of Judith F
3-ROOM furnished apt. to let. InFARM for sale
250 acres
good
land
has
been
visiting
Mr.
and
Beets
...........................................
“When I heard about Mr. Hale, an' Morrison.
quire at 12 WARREN or 11 JAMES ST buildings and cellar, on good road.
Adults
preferred.
3-tf
plen'y
water:
easy
terms,
price
$1
OOU
Mrs.
Harry
Gordon
this
week.
Beets,
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................
there not being any weapon found,
Mrs. Myrtle Simmcns of Augusta.
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Beets, sugar ................................
I says to myself, ‘First thing’ll be
1-tf
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_________________________
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done will be to examine and check Mrs. Lucy Wall and Mrs. Eunice
Beets, turnip
3urton
of
Spruce
Head
were
guests
'
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rooms, complete house fur
Gecrge
Starrett,
co-ordinator
of
up on every pistol at headquarters.
Beet Greens................................. 12
nishings for sale, practically new Will
’Tisn’t likely though that whoever Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Charles the local Civilian Defense, has Blackherrim;
an
' sell as ri‘ or separately. Reasonable for
did it will keep it by him, he’ll get Sutler.
cash. At054 Broadway, (Jlty. CALL be
named William F. Partridge, tele- Blueberries
42
rid of it. No place I know of better
Mrs. Flo Pierce of Rockland called phone operator and repair man. as I Bran and shortZLZZ'ZZZ 20 S.C.R.I. Reds chicks and barred tween 9 a. m -8 p. in
LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE. 328
than the shore.’ So every chance I Sunday on Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Rocks and roosters, for sale. U. S.
153-tl
chairman of the Men’s air raid Buckwheat
48 Puliorum clean. Write or phone M. M Main St., ' City.
had I ran down to the shingle while
KINNEY.
Thomaston,
Me,
St.
George
Mrs.
Nelson
Sabien
and children wardens’ division. Mr. Partridge carrots
HARD
coal
for
sale,
stove
and
50 Rd., Box 49, Tel. Tenants Harbor 56- $15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J nui
the tide was low. I had what you
B
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............................ 50 14.
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Miss Samp?” The Commissioner’s
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as I did.”
“You parted good friends?”
“The best." Thank heaven that
was over! She had squeezed by
without telling what Jimmy had said
in reply.
“Was that all that was said?”
Her assurance crashed. Good
grief! She wasn't under oath, she
hadn’t sworn to tell the truth, the
whole truth. She would say nothing
which could incriminate nice Jimmy
Chester. She smiled engagingly at
the Commissioner.
“Anything more would have been
anti-climax, wouldn’t it?”
His smile was bland, too bland.
“You were in the H house wjj$en
Mrs. Hale came last night, weren’t
you? Sorry to remind you of what
must have been a gruesome intru
sion on your happiness, but I want
to know what happened."
“We were sitting by the fire talk
ing when someone beat furiously at
the door. Mrs Hale stumbled into
the room. She was breathless as
though she had been running. She
braced herself against the wall, tried
to speak. Mr. Harcourt said. ’Steady,
Millicent.
What has happened?’
Her eyes were wide with horror as
she called out. ’Joe’s dead! Shot!’
She pitched forward to the floor.”
“You can remember nothing more
that was said? See who's knocking.
Grant."
Janice’s eyes met Harcourt's. He
must be intensely relieved that she
had been reprieved from answering
that question. Tubby Grant opened
the door. Martha Samp stood on
the threshold, fn one hand she held
a box. Harcourt rose.
“We were to send for you later.
Miss Martha.”
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Clinkers end Their Elimination

But not ar single soul’s afraid,
A mighty shout's on evejy

up

’Don’t, Boys. Don't give up the ship-.”

Life continued in the same tragic
vein for the Skippers at the Cas
cade Alleys last Monday evening,
when in spite of the fact that the
Ganders gave them all the chance
in the world by bowling the low
total for the Winter, they cculd
only ceme close to winning, which
to the victory hungry Skippers is
small comfort indeed. It might
have been one of many things that
pulledi them dewn the dozen pins
that sunk them, for instance it
might have been that 114 string
that old man Sanborn pulled off
in the first heat, it might have
been the 73 that the P. M. pulled
eff in the second, or it might have
been that 60 that Skipper Lane
chipped in toward the debacle, but
one thing sure it wasn’t because
of anything Gene Hall did not do.
for Gene was right in there all
the time and roiled just about
what he guaranteed.
This loss by the Skippers has
but increased the talk of a shake
up in lineup, and several consulta
tions have been held by those in
command but so far nothing has
been announced officially. Some
of the proposed deals range from
exchanging Scotty and Gene on a
Hat trade basis to swapping Guil
ford for the Goc.se with a case of
Coca-Cola to boot, the coke of
course geing with the Goose to
keep him in condition.
Some of the experts in looking
over the scores claim that accord
ing to recent games any deal in
volving swapping the Gooce and
Guilford, would hurt the Skippers
more than help them, but the
Goose gets indignant at this and
swears that he will polish off his
opponent at the next opportunity.
And do it so he will stay polished.
Some of the gentry who have
been anteing up 25 cents for the
past two weeks are beginning to
wonder what Captain Grimes has
up his sleeve that is costing so
much money, but Der Captain says
It casts a lot to run a bowling team
and as anticipation is much more
exciting than realization the boys
can take it out in anticipation.
If there is any truth in the Cap
tain's thesis it Ls hoped readers will
get a lot of fun cut cf anticipating
the time when the Sk.ppers turn
the tables and reverse the figures
in the score bekw.
Garrulous Ganders—Sanborn 289,
Littlefield 251. Grime.s 239- Libby
243, Gcc.se 254—total 1273.
Selfsame Skippers — Drew 251,
Hall 230. Petersen 258. Lane 234.
Guilford 282—total 1261. Scorer,
Christie

TENANT’S HARBOR

Hockland Typewriter Co.
Rm kland

Tel. 297-W

is a common saying “The
Coal Clinkers.” But this is
not true. It is a physical impos
sibility to makg coal clinker. It
is the refuse in the coal that
causes clinker trouble. The heat
from the fire will cause this
refuse to soften and fuse, and
upon cooling will form a crust,
commonly known as a clinker.
And yet with anthracite coal
(hard coal), the small amount of
impurities have such a high
fusion temperature that in home
heating, clinkers should never
occur, but now and then we do
have clinker trouble. However,
the coal should not be blamed,
f linkers are actually “manufacured” by wrong methods of han
dling and improper firing.
It is the easiest thing in the
world to cause a clinker to form.
All one has to do is to mix red
hot coals with the ash. How do
we unconsciously mix red coals
and ash? By pulling out a clink
er that has already formed,
through the fire door. By using
a hooked end poker—always use
a straight poker. By stirring the
lire unnecessarily. By shaking
the grates too vigorously. By us
ing a.-hes for banking. By burn
ing rubbish or garbage in the
furnace.
Avoid doing the above things
and you will never be bothered
with (linkers. However, there
are several other ways in which
clinkers can be made to form.
They can he formed by burn
ing a coal too small in size. This
-mall siz^ coal will pack so
tightly that it is very difficult
for the draft to pass through the
fuel bed. Contrary to what many
people believe the smaller size of
hard coal does not burn fast.
But this size coal packs; more
T
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Inflation is everything in the life las long as possible. Miss Logan nas
of an automobile tire and Ella Logan, j learned from the experts, who point
singing star of “Sons O' Fun”, new i out that tests have proved that oneOlsen and Johnson hit, has the in lliird under-inflation cuts tire life in
flation of her automobile tuts clicked (half. High speeds, sharp turns, scuffonce a week'to help add tc llu r life ' ing against curbs when parking and
She urges all motorists to do ihe permitting wheels to be out of alignsame. Proper inflation is one of ihe , ment are oilier practices which shorten
real secrets of making the tires last ithe life of an automobile tire.

UNION

Credit Union Grows

Nazarene Church Notes

Worship Sunday will be at 1(1
o’clock sermon subject “Steward
ship,” second in series on this sub
ject. Bible School will be at 11.15
the topic of the lessen study, ’ The
Temptation of Jesus.” There will
be a temperance talk by Miss Mary
E. Ware at the clo-e of the lessen
N.Y.P.S. will meet at 6 o'clcck.
An interesting service on the sub
ject “Music in the Church" is
planned by Robert and Theriece
Cunningham At 7 o'clock, half
hour praise and prayer will be fol
lowed by Evangelistic scrm;n of the
paster, subject, “Nevertheless the
Foundation of God Standeth-Sure.”
Prayer service will be Thursday at
7 30; Bible study will be held at tire

hemp of

the

paster, Friday

at 7

o’clock.

EAST LIBERTY
Fleetwood Pride Jr. cf the IT. of
M. tpent last week-end with hi
runt Ida M Lain and Mr. M.Lain
Mr. and Mrs. Allen K Colby vi lfed friends Sunday in Hallcwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Colby are
heme from Newton Center. I.la-s.
Mis. Gertrude Skinner is some
what improved from recent illness
Charles R. Howes, employed by
the Commercial Credit Co. ol Ban
gor passed a week’s vacation at hi ,
home here.
Miss Esther McLain a registered
nurse at the Mayo’s Memoria! Hos
pital, Dover-Foxcroft visited friend
here last week-end.
Mrs. Clarence M. Howes is recov
ering from a severe attack of in
fluenza.

Rev. and Mi - P. E. M lie?, Mrs.
Nina H.ll ar.d Mrs. Mary Marrlot
were entertained recently at a din
ner party by Mr. and Mrs. James
Taylcr at their hen* in observance
cf Mrs. Hills’ birthday anniversary.
Rev. B. F. Snringer of the Baptist
Church will take as subject Sunday
morning "A Great Respons billt.v.”
Sunday school follows. In the eve COURIER-GAZETTE WANT
WORK W(»\’PFR«
ning the pastor will talk on "SomQ
Things We Can Never Know." Music
is furnished fcr the day by the adult
IN MIAMI
and young people s choirs and the
instruments. Prayer meeting will
be held Wednesday, and Friday the Make Your Home At
Christian /Endeavor meets.

New Portables,

’’hikst
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Heating Your Home

O. a.l sad words of tongim or pen,
The saddest are, It might have been?
And when for but twelve measly pins.
It might have been a Skipper win
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Soybean hay is pronounced gcod
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Lke it.
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90 feet to
thence n-»rthth« line of Washin on Slice- to the place of oemtl being
the
same
by Swell Eyck
tils
dated September 3.
‘10 iiui recorded in Btxik 154.

W.i-hhi: ' ’ti street;

I

i

I) 'si-.

agreed that the -aid Mary
L Herrick shal pat the taxes oil
said premises tar the year 1938.
'
the c indltIon of said
1 .
I :i of the
•.ei of the condition thereof I
X.iltn ., tort Insure cf said mortgage
Da’ed at Rockland,
Maine,
thin
Hie tenth dux of January. A. D. 1941!
ARTHUR E SAUNDERS
Sub ermed and -worn to before me
di- nineteenth day of January. A. D
1942
JEROME C. BURROWS,
Notary Public

n-s-n

Each

shower bath, comfortably and art

istically furnished to accomodate

four people.

Located in the ex

clusive Southwest section, within

five minutes from tha center of
downtown.

Maid service, electric

refrigeration, and all facilities for

W.i h

, .

signed for pleasant living.

consists of a spacious living room,
bedroom, kitchenette, and tub and

a>

__ She ran away from one wedding

cooking are included.
grounds for sun-bathing.

Private

the

as

same

management

Under

the

ROYALTON HOTEL in downtown

—She married another man

Miami.

Your inspection is most

cordially invited—

—But wasn’t sure of love

EE

Rates-By-Wee’x-Month-Season. For

further particulars write Manager

SURE

—Till after a strange death

TO
READ IT

—And a volcanic eruption

IN THIS NEWSPAPER
TODAY ON PAGE FOUR

Yes. your own American
Tropics—with all the splendor
of blue skies and summer seas
—await you here.
El Comodoro Hotel pro
vides luxurious haven—even
for those who must “budget”
their vacation. There are 250
rooms with tub and shower
bath. Rates as low as $2.50
single and $4.00 double. At
tractive season rates can be
arranged, if desired. Steam

55

3b

Royalton Hotel, Miami, Florida.
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takes place.
This is sometimes called “burn
ing out a clinker.” Then nurse
the fire back to normal with cor
rect firing to its proper depth.
Don’t forget to reset the damp
ers before leaving the basement.
A.-k your fuel dealer for firing
instruction and charts and elim
inate this trouble. Proper han
dling of the equipment and the
fuel will greatly minimize clink
er formation.
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heat.
El Comodoro Hotel offers
all the facilities, all the restful
charm and perfect comfort to
suit the most exacting taste.
Located in the heart of downtown
Miami,
"just a whisper"
from all activi
ties. The modern
air cooled
Coffee Shop is
famous for fine
food—at moder
ate prices. The
Cocktail Lounge
is deservedly
popular.
Take your Vacation
now!
For informa
tion or reservations,
address—Joseph H
Adam,,
Mgr., or
your travel agent.

€1 COMODORO
s w r«« s.
ai 2nd Aw

Mirtmi P< ode
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20- Press

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
39- Stake in cards
40- Girl’s name
3-Animal lair
44- Negative
45- Greed
49- And (Latin)
50- The nostrils
52-Very fast
54— Bundle of yarn
55-Grow together

21- Eagle

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL
1-Percolate
5-Cry of an ass
9-Within
10-Relieved
12- lndefinite article
13- Rubbers
15—Egyptian god
17-By
19- Foot-like organ

23- Snare
24- Pig-pen

25- Scoff
27- A type

measure (pi.)
28- lmitated
z
29- lmmense
30- Sick
32-Ooctrine
24-Superlative suffix
37- Trust
38- The (Ger.)

1- Ahead
2- Unit
3- Nothing
4- Time period
5- An insect
6- Unique
7- Stupid person
8- Pronoun
9- lnactive
11-Fancy

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Sacred bull of Egypt
14—Certain
16-A serpent (pi.)
18- Kingly
19- Feign
21- Finished
22- Not at any time
25- Stubborn
26- A rodent
30- Persia
31- A citrous fruit
33-Close by
35- Horse
36- Canvas shelter
41- Equal
42- Serutinize
45- A constellation
46- Beseech
47- Vex
48- Prefix. Upon
51-lnterjection
53-Pronoun

4—L 44-, 4
~ 1 f J A- I
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Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

’

Pasted by Cen.sot
N PERFECT unity and collaboration with the United States, the
Canadian armed forces have embarked upon a plan of campaign for the
joint defense of North American soil. From East to West and North tc
South, on both sides of the border, preparations are quietly but steadily
proceeding and any potential invader can expect a hot reception. Even
among the peaks of the Canadian Rockies, battle practice is taking place.
The photograph shows a Universal Carrier, one of Canada’s sturdy, swift
pieces of mechanized transport working its way through a high pass in
the Rockies. These machines which were used with great effect in
Britain’s North African drive against Italy, can move at 50 miles an hour
over the roughest kind of ground.

I

Fascist Italians Adopt Democracy

In Uncle Sam’s Internment Camp

of the sudden contraction which

damp to prevent any dust aris
N many homes today the cellar
ing. For a few dollars this spray
serves as a playroom, recrea
On Wednesday evening the an
can be installed complete in any
tion room or laundry. Naturally
nua! meeting of the membership of
furnace or heating plant.
we want it as neat and clean as
possible. With a little precaution
the Vinalhaven Credit Union was
If proper care is not taken,
it is not difficult, even with coal
dust may also be caused when a
held in the vestry cf the Latter Day
a* fuel, to keep the cellar as
new load of coal is delivered and
Saints Church, for the purpose of dean and dust free as the up
chuted into the bin. This dust,
stairs living rooms.
in most cases, is not caused by
electing new officers for the ensu
the incoming load of coal, but by
Most people do not realize that
ing year. Mrs. Mae Lawry, speaking a great part of cellar dust arises
it disturbing dust that may al
ready be in the bin. It is easy to
Gom the wearing away of the
as chairman of nominating com
avoid this—simply spray the bin
concrete floor. When the con
mittee, nominated for re-election crete floor is swept, this powdery
with a little water before the
the officers elected at the organiza baking of the concrete causes
new delivery is made. The fol
considerable dust. This can be
lowing suggestions along these
tion meeting seven weeks ago. with
.-jminatcd
to
some
extent
by
lines will go a long way toward
the exception of Jack and Erma 1<*nmting the floor with an inex
helping keep your basement
Ccr’.son. whose places were f.lled by j pensive filler- -a preparation
clean.
Selma Anders.'n and Bid Hill. Mar/j which hardens the surface of the
1. Use covered ash containers.
mcrete and prevents dust for
Arnold had returned from Pert. |
2. Moisten and remove ashes
mation.
Clyde, bringing with her a new j
regularly in small quantities.
Another source of dust is from
friend, Mrs. E’va Davis, a member
'he heating plant that is not ab
3. When shaking the fire, mo
cf a fi-'. in ion group in Port Clyde' solutely air-tight around the
mentarily close the check
that i. studying credit unionism.
ashpit adjacent to the floor. The
damper and open the draft
damper. The small amount of
We feel sure that cur ever in nsiipit base should be firmly ce
mented
to
the
floor,
if
not
dust
dust generated when the
ures ng number cf friend- both in. will seep through the crack when
grates are shaken will then
Vinalhaven and dotted al.ng the ■ In grates are shaken and settle
have a tendency to flow’ up
ward through the heating
coast of Maine, will be happy to around the cellar.
plant and into the chimney
learn that the Vinalhaven Federal
When dry fluffy ashes are re
instead
of backing up into
moved from the ashpit and
Credit Union, the youngest and
the basement.
transferred
into
containers,
a
smallest credit union in the United
loud of dir t may arise. This can
4. Construct the coal bin in such
States cf America, having duly qu. 1- be avoided entirely by having a
a manner that it is built di
ified, has new been authorized by small spray installed in the ash
rectly up to the basement
pit, connected to the cold water
ceiling, making it a separate
the United State- Treasury to serve
line. When about to shake the
room. When the coal is dis
as its agents in the sale of Unite ’ grates,
turn on the spray which
turhed in handling or deliv
States Defense Stamps and Bends
will send a fine mist over the
ery, any dust particles will
It is exceedingly di-tressing to u- entire ashpit, settling all the
not have a tendency to escape
dust.
When
these
ashes
are
re

into the basement, but will
tkat s; many ptople, in their ignor
moved, they will be sufficiently
remain
in this room.
ance and with ever associated suspicion, continue to feel that we are
a radical and subversive group en
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
gaged in some un-American activity.
We sincerely hope that our recent
Answer to this puzzle on Page Two
endorsement by the United States
1
3
Treasury will help to dispel, at least
4Z
5
b
7
a measure, of this illdirected criti
19
L
IO
cism.
11
Meanwhile, the Credit Union con
4
15
tinues to grow, boasting an expand
12.
lb
13
w
ing membership of fifty, assets to
w
taling $213.00, and a promise of a
19
13
17
membership of 133 by the first cf
n
May.
23
22
IO
« 21
Ralph P. Earle, Chairman /
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.id knitting directions free.
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and consequently requires more
air for combustion to penetrate
through the fuel. The heat that
is generated cannot be wiped
away easily and the temperature
may build up sufficiently tc
soften the impurity in the coal
Clinkers can be made by
“blasting.” “Blasting” means im
proper control of air by damp
ers. Let us assume heat is want
ed upstairs. The fire is probably
shaken vigorously and the damp
ers open wide. When sufficient
heat is obtained upstairs the fire
is suddenly and completely
checked. Thus a tremendous
amount of heat is “bottled” up
in the furnace and the fuel bed
temperature immediately goes
up in a hurry. If this temper
ature becomes high enough, the
natural impurities in the coal
will soften, then melt and run
together and form what is
known as a common clinker.
Here is what to do if you
think a clinker has formed in
your firebed. Take a straight
edged poker and pierce the clink
er. Be careful not to stir the fire
Open the drafts wide. The cold
air will flow through the per
forated mass, and when this cold
air comes in contact with the reo
hot mass, it suddenly becomechilled and will break up because

How To Keep the Basement Clean

aullcs Re'iahl” hair goods at Rockd lialr S rt 24 Elm St Mall order*
letted

War Comes To The Rockies

How to cut the cost of

Star Comes Out For Inflation

A Popular Poem Is Applied
To the Skippers At
Vinalhaven

• >

\K 1 Ls
sa.e
250 acres
good
dings and cellar on good road,
\ v -cr et '. terms, price $t 000.
'F‘ STUDLEY. 28! Main St.. Tel.
or 77 Park St Fo-s House, Tel
1-tf
DUR mom-, complete house furtin. •- fi . j e. practically new Will
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Subjects of Fascist-governed Italy are practicing Uncle Sam’s
style of democracy while interned by the U. S. Government in
‘Bella Vista” camp at Fort Missoula, Mont.

Almost one thousand Italian sea
men and former New York World’s
Fair employees are detained in this
spot by Federal authorities be
cause of the war. Following the
news of this Internment, newspa
pers in Italy printed accounts of
the “bestial” treatment ol. these
Italian subjects by American au
thorities. Thereupon, Generoso
Pope, publisher of New York City's
anti-Fascist Italian language daily,
11 Progresso Italo-Aniericano, sent
a reporter to Fort Missoula to in
vestigate the situation. This report
er uncovered a unique story.
A new principle of internment
camp regulation has been worked
out in this camp by federal author
ities in conjunction with the Italian detainees that has the double .
virtue of being practical and of
graphically demo listrating the
workings of democracy to people
hailing from a land where democracy has been supplanted by fas
cism.
!

NORTH HAVEN

The men in this camp const!
tute a city, which they goveri
themselves. “Bella Vista”—so call
ed by the men because of its beau
tii'ul view -is outside the direct
control of Immigration Patrol
Guards, who cannot enter tin
“City” unless they speak with the
“Mayor,” one of the detainees, or
another detainee - official. Cooking
and the other tasks of living in the
“City” are in the hands of the rest
dents. Since many ex-cooks are
among Ihe detainees, the food is
something special. The twelve “mu
nicipal departments” run by the
Italians are the technical, postal
provisions, materials, sales, libra
ry,
. recreational,
, ,
... orchestra,
, „ sanita
tion- ban(1- religious and fire d
P&rtments
In this paradoxical setting at
Missoula, Montana, Uncle Sam is
providing a living lessen in dcmoc
racy.

service at 7.33, tepic to be “The
Most Important Thing in Life.” At
the evening service there wi’.l be a
vocal solo by Elaine Gillis, a selccti'n by the your.g ladies' class and
other special music. F.l owing this
service there will be a baptism.

Mrs. Edith Vinal of Vinalhaven
is spending the remainder cf the
Winter at the heme of her daugh
ter Mrs. Ronald Gil'is.
Mr. and Mrs. I . B. Stone and Mrs.
Fey Brcwn were in Camden Mon
day to attend the funeral of Mrs..
WASHINGTON
Parker Stone.
Farm Bureau Notes
The Unity Guild gave to its presi
At the latest meeting of the Burdent Mrs. Chester Dyer a surprise
party Tuesday afternern at the kettville-Washingtcn Farm Bureau
weekly meeting. A fine program the tchedule for the year was
was presented and refreshment1 planned and officers elected thus:
were erved. Mrs. Dyer received o Chairman, Veda Ludwig; secretary.
Gladys I.ipscott; committees
beautiful luncheon cloth.
Miss Harriet Stone was hostess to Clothing, Helen Wincha'-ter; food,
the V fcr Victory Club Wednesday Nettie G:innell; home manage
with 21 girts present. After the ment, Harriett Jones; librarian,
business meeting games were en Nettie Grinnell and Ruth Boynton.
joyed. A light repast was served. , The January theme is "Better
These having boexs in good con Living frem the Farm.’’ and for
dition. and for which they have February, "Good Nutrition ’’ Tlie
February session wiil be at the home
no further use, are requested to
of
Ruth Boynton.
take them to the library to be sent
to the soldiers, sailors and marines. •
The telescope at Mt. W 1 'n.
The members of the Pythian
Calif., with an enlargement of 2503
Sisters held a tacking bee Wednes
day at the K. P. hall. Three quilts diameters, brings the moon within
were tied, after wihich a covered dish approximately 31 miles of the earth.
supper was served.
The classes in first aid instruc
tion under the direction of Dr. V. H.
VINALHAVEN
Shields will start next week. There
will be two groups, one to meet
AND ROCKLAND
Monday evenings and the other
STEAMBOAT CO.
Friday evenings.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Clarence Waterman and Mrs.
Service to:
Oscar Waterman were dinner guests
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Thursday of Mrs. Owen Grant.
ington, Isle au Haut, Swans'
Mrs. Alfred Staples gave a sur
Island and Frenchboro
prise biithday party Wednesday
Effective Sept. 16. 1941
night to Mrs. OScar Waterman at
Eastern Standard Time
the Staples home. These present
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman, Subject to change without notice
Mr. and Mrs. Rcbert Staples, Miss
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Marjorie Staples and Mr. and Mrs.
Read Down
Read Up
Alfred Staples. Ice cream and
A.M.
P-M.
cake were served
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
Baptist services will be he’d Sun 6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
day at 11 o'clock by the pastor. The 7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
subject of the sermon will be “Sun h.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
rise In My Soul.” Sunday School 9.45 Ar. Rockland,
lll-tl
convenes at 10. Christian Endeavor
meets at 6.30 and the evening song
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CALL TO THE
CALL

FOR

COLORS!

DOLLARS

Dig deep. Strike hard. Our boys
need the planes, ships, and guns which
your money will help to buy.

Go to your hank, post office, or savings and
loan association. Tell them you want to buy
Defense Bonds regularly, starting now.
W
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STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

THOMASTON
z\ a a z\
z\
z\ z\

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
a a a a
a a a a

Tel. J90
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie cf Warren, who ;

has been guest of her sister, Mrs.
Oxton, rerturned home Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. Carroll Foster and
family and Merton Johnson and
daughter, Francine, of Camden
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
Pearlie Hall.
Mrs. Eunice Tillson went today
to Portland to spend the week-end
with her daughter, Miss Leah T 11son.
At an executive board meeting
of the Garden dub held at Mrs
J Edward Elliot's recently it was
voted to contribute $15 to the Red
Cross War Fund.
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary
is
holding a rummage sale at the Le- 1
g on rcoms this afternoon at 2
o’clock. Contributions are welcome
as the proceeds will go Tor the
usual community welfare work.

The Baptist Junior Choir at its,
business meeting Thursday elected
these officers: President, Joanne
Vinal: vice president, Laverne Pat
terson; treasurer, Percy Stanley:
secretary, Beverly Maxey.
Co-starred with Cary Grant In “Thirty-Nine Steps,” “Foreign Cor
A third class in home nursing "Suspicion,'' Joan Fontaine is said to respondent,” and ethers, who is the
will be sponsored by the Thomaston
have in this important romantic director of the screendrama. Sir
branch of the Red Crass, starting
Cedric Hardwicke, Nigel Brvfce, and
Thursday night at 7 o'clock. Mrs. photoplay a role of equal distinc Dame May Whitty head the impos
Eunice T. Morse is the instructor tion with the famous part she ing featured cast which RKO Radio
and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot the played in “Rebecca." And, as was has assembled for what is said to bo
chairman. The class has already the case in the latter picture, it is j cne of the year’s most notable
been f.lled and will be held, as Alfred Hitchcock, also noted for screen offerings.
are the Tuesday classes, in the room
over the Thomaston National Bank. Mcore and Miss Rebecca Robert
The Beta Alpha meets Monday son.
night at the home of Mrs. Eunice
In the Churches
zX zx A zx
a a a a
Tillson, Meadow Road. This is an
St. James’ Church. Mass at 9
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
important meeting and all mem
a.
m.
Correspondent
bers are urged to attend.
A A zX
ZX A A ZX
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook spent St. John's Church, at 9 a. m.,
Tel. 2229
Eucharist. St.
George's
Thursday at Owl's Head with Mr. Holy
Church,
Long
Ccve,
at
10
a.
m.,
and Mrs. Chester Philbrook.
The Thimble Club met Wednes
A meeting of air-raid wardens Holy Eucharist.
day
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Federated Church. Sunday School
was held Thursday night, the men
Blanche
Carver. Following sewing,
meeting at Watts hall under the at 9.45. worship at 11. The sermon
a
dandelion
green supper was served
leadership of Rev. H. F. Leach, and is entitled “Saved By His Life,"
by
the
hostess.
the women at the High School and the anthem for the morning
E. Maynard Graffam began Tues
auditorium with Mrs. Lura Libby in is "Jesus Saviour, Pilot Me." by
day
cutting his Winter's crop of ice
charge. Mr. Leach and Mrs. Libby Godfrey. At 6 o’clock there will be
on
the
Lily Pond.
have recently been notified that a combined Epworth League and ,
they have passed their examination evening service with the theme , The Methodist Junior Ladies’ Aid
of the course taken at Augusta and “Baptist Hymns and Hymn Writ- ! will meet Wednesday night at the
are now certified instructors. There ers.” There will be a piano solo by 1 home of Mrs. Beatrice Richards.
were present at the womens’ meet James Gillchrest and a piano duet ! Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ryder of
ing 36 from Warren, four from by Nancy Libby and Betty Lou , Rockland were entertained Friday
Cushing, and 31 from Thomaston Seckins. Pathfinders meet at 2 1 night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Cv'affam for cards.
and at the men’s class 36 from War o'clock.
Services Sunday at the Baptist
ren, 10 from Friendship, cne from
Baptist Church. Sunday Schocl
Cushing, and 36 from Thomaston. at 9 45, worship at 11. The ser Church will begin with worship at
The next meeting will be next Wed mon is entitled "The Desire of 11a. m. with the pastor. Rev. C. V.
nesday night at 7.30 at the same All Nations." There wiil be a Overman, speaking on the subject
"The Scarlet Thread cr Marking
place.
chcral anthem and a trio, Miss
Mrs. Herbert Wheeler returned Margaret Simmons, Miss Leona the Bible.” Church School meets
Thursday after spending several Frisbee and Edward Newcombe, at 12 o’clock; Young People’s meet
days in Boston, going to see her son, will sing Herbert Johnsen's "Face ing at 6; evening service at 7, sub
Norman Rogers, who has been with to Face." The leader of the Chris ject "God’s Big Things.’’
Outgoing and incoming officers of
the Air Corps at Westover Field.
tian Endeavor meeting at 6 o'clock
I Harbor Light Chapter O E.S. are
A public supper will be scried by is Miss Lucille Gillis and the
I requested to meet at 2.30 Sunday
the Friendly Circle members at topic is "Where Lies America's
the Federated Church vestry Tues Strength?" In the evening at 7 | at Masonic hall for practice in prepI oration for installation.
day at 6 o’clock. Mrs. Ora Wood o'clock there will be presented a
Llcyd Rhodes, who for sometime
cock. Mrs. Mary Fries and Mrs. play, ‘ Days to Come."
ha . been employed as agent for the
Ina Keizer arc in charge.
Prudential Insurance Co. completed
Fair for Red Crass
The public game party held at
I
his
duties in that capacity TliursMrs. J. A. McEvoy's beautiful
Teachers and students of the
|
day
and Friday assumed the mana
home Wednesday night was suc High School building are planning
gership cf the Main street Esso Stacessful, socially and financially. a fair to be held at Watts hall
i tion in Rockland. He will do light
There were 15 tables in play and Friday, proceeds to go to the Red
the proceeds will benefit the Nurs Cross, in the afternoon there will trucking also.
The Trytohelp Club will meet
ing Association. After the play be a program by the grade stu
Monday
night at the heme of Mrs.
tea. sandwiches, and cockics were dents. An evening program is be
Evelyn Crockett for work period and
served. Mrs. McEvoy, assisted by ing prepared by the grade anti
Mrs. William White. Mrs. George High School students and good business session.
Maurice Miller, who is employed
Gardiner. Mrs. W B. D. Gray, entertainment is in store. Doors
at
the Davis Funeral Home in
Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch. Miss Faus will open at 1.30 and the program
Thomaston spent Thursday with his
tina Robinson. Mi - Christine by the grades will start at 2.30.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James Miller.
The Carnival-Regatta Association
meets Wednesday at 7 o'clock at
1 Town hall. All are invited.
Mrs. Cora Upham spent Wednes
day at the home cf her son-in-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Young in Camden.
More workers are needed at the
Red Cross rooms in Masonic hall
Monday afternoons. Twenty-two
■ have been present each week since
the New Year began and much work
has been accomplished.
I Mrs. Loana Shibles, secretary of
the Kncx County Improvement As
sociation, announces that the next
i meeting cf the Association will be
held Jan. 28 at the City Building in
• This year you are going to have
I Rockland. Carl H. Schoeder assistmany important payments to make — for
ant director cf Poultry Research at
taxes, for insurance premiums and the
the Larro Research Farm in Detroit.
Mich, wiil be the speaker. Everylike, for everyday expenditures. You
cne
interested in poultry is invited.
can't just make these payments and for
An
unusually interesting and in
get them. Somebody else is likely to
structive
meeting of the Simonton
forget and ask you to pay a bill twice.
Farm Bureau was held Thursday

ROCKPORT

ook of 1942

Paying by'check gives you proof of

payment. It will save you time, trouble,
inconvenience, and money. We shall
be glad to have you open a checking
account at this bank.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland

Fverv-Other-Day
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Camden

Union

SURANCE

Vinalhaven

CO

The evening shew is at 8.30.
Several orchestra numbers are
slated for the evening. Each, class
will have a booth and there will
be fun Tor everyone. Candy, homecccked food, ice cream, pop corn,
soft drinks, and hot dogs will be
on sale. Tliere will be games for
the youngsters.

Menu for supper at Federated
vestry Tuesday at 6 o'clock is:
Smothered beef, mashed potato,
squash, carrots, rolls, cake, dough
nuts and coffee. 35c adv.
ll-lt

CAMDEN’S PROSPEROUS YEAR
Continued from Page One)
only three years eld, its predecessor
the Cainden Board of Trade, was
organized in 1008 The applause
given to its first president, Josiah
H. Hobbs, who was present Thursday night, tcld fittingly of the exPostmaster's popularity in his home
tewn.
!

through Sept. 2.

Distributed advertising matter for
Camden guest heme’, hctels and
other vacation and year-round busi
nesses.
Distributed 5326 Camden booklets.

CAMDEN
ft ft ft ft

PARK THEATRE
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

NAOMA MAYHEW

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 713

<1
including C. of C directories.
i Mrs. John Newman of Portland
Made 39 placements by acting a wn- in town Thursday.
clearing house fcr information abcui
I At the Methcdist Church wor
•Quick in acticn; slow in anger" job.-, and help wanted.
ship Sunday will be at 10.30 o'clock
was Toastmaster Stevenson's intro-1 Made tentative reservations by with preaching by the pastor, sub
duction of Town Manager Percy ppone fcr 264 persons at hctels,
ject "A Bitter Day.” Music will be
R. Keller who bestewed the offical| ;nnSi overnight cabins and guest
under the direction cf Mrs. Alfred
greetings from the town cf Camden.. }lcmes
Wilrnan. Church schocl and Bible
"I’m proud to be connected wnh, Arrangecj renting of 29 cottages, classes at 11.45: Happy Hcur serv
your town government," said Mr., fQr varying lpngths cf time.
ice at 7 o'clock; song service with
Kel’er. “There's lots to be d:r.e
Distributed 103 timetables; gave l talk by th? pastor “Spiritual Prethese days, and when we get the information on train, bus, airline,
' paredness;” saxophone solo by
word to 'go' it's going to be done."
ferry schedules to several times this Miss Minetta Johnson. Church
The speaker paid a fine compliment
number.
Night service will be held in the
to the new president.
ve try Thursday night at 7 o’clock,
Three representatives from the U.
Civic Development
Choir rehearsal will' be Friday
S. Navy sat at the head table, and | Fire Prevention Committee, headgreetings in their behalf were ex- ed by Chief Payscn. wins cutstanding night. Cottage prayer meetings
tended by Lieut. Alvin Hero, a res - honors fcr Camden, placing 36th in will be continued fcr another week.
Th? Methodist Ladies Aid will
dent of Louisiana, who has been on, the nation fcr fire prevention actividuty at the Camden Shipyard, ma;- ties in contest entered by over lJ^O meet Wednesday afternoon at the
The Bombay Clipper is a trans- ( No sooner is the clipper a
ing many friends among the local' cities jn u. S. and Canada, and home of Mrs. Annie Thcmas. Cross
oceanic clipper plane winging its i than things begin to happn:
people. He speke with pleasure of^j-anMng above such cities as San street.
A daughter was oorn. Thursday way from Bombay to the United, happen continuously and <
his sojourn in the beautiful town, j Antonio, Minneapolis, Kansas.
States. Aboard, although not on; ally while the air: hip f lii.>
Greetings from a good ne.ghbo* , Clean-uo Week Committee. Percy morning to Mr. and Mrs. Bampton
its manifest, are five million dol-; ward, and while it stojis ,
were extended by Frank A Wnslow, I, cha'irman 5p;nsors Clean-up Parker at Community Hospital.
lars
worth of diamonds—enough to Singapore. Tt looks as it B:
Rev. Maurice Dunbar will supeditor of The Courier-Gazette, who anrf Paint.up Campalgn.
excite
the cupidity of the best crooks bride are the only hone.' i
found himself dubbed with a brand
protected from unscrnpu. p’v the Baptist pulpit Sunday at
in
Asia
—and they're there, aboard alive by the time the my u
new title by Town Manager Kelle. i ]ous and dishonest solicitation 11 o'clock. The subject of the ser
the excitement end, whit . the'
The speaker of the evening
through effQrt Qf Bctter Business mon wiil be "What Christianity the clipper. So also are Bill Gareventually do, but not unt
Richard Matthews Haliet, author, Committee j T Smyth chairman can do for Us". Anthems by the gan, seen as a newspaper corre whacking good mystery sto:
adventurer and feature writer for Marking of Mountain Trails ccm- young peoples choir will be under spondent and his brand-new bride,
been unreeled.
the Gannett Publishing Company, pleted through co-operation of the direction of Mrs. John Tib played by Irene Hervey.
betts. Church school will convene
his latest literary offering being a C.C.C. Camp.
at 9.45; young peoples meeting at O'Keefe provided a dainty repast, i Funeral services will be 1.
novel entitled “The Rolling World."
Hospitality
Writer R. I. Gamon and Photog Gcod Funeral Home, Sun
6 oplcck.
He found himself in Caribou dur-1
141 new residents and visitors en
Rev. and Mrs. Winfield Witham, rapher Bernard Hoffman of Life o’clock with Rev. Weston P H :i. •
ing the morning, and that’s a long
way off, but air transportation tertained at three hospitality teas who spent a week in Portland, re Magazine are week-end guests in officiating. Burial will be i: \1<
tain cemetery
town.
brought him to Camden in a fine by Women’s Hospitality Committee, turned home Thursday.
frame of mind for his evening’s Mrs. H. J. Pettapiece, chairman.
Maurice Fitzgerald and Hayden
George E. Plaisted
address, which proved to be a hu
Wright went Thursday to Port
George E. Plaisted died Thursday
Commercial
morous gem, entitled "Mistakes,’’
land, where they underwent physi at Lincolnville Beach, at the age
Merchants’ committee ascertained
instead of the subject assigned to
cal examinations by the Army of 76. He was born in Boston, the
holiday store closings.
him by the printer.
Medical Board.
son of George Plaisted and Sarah
Christmas lighting committee,
He told first of his experience
Sunday and Monday Camden Regers and came here from Malden.
during the Louisiana maneuvers Frank E. Morrow, chairman, ar Theatre will present "Skylark," an Mass., about 20 years ago. Thirty
ranged for Christmas Tree in Vil
two months ago, when he went in
amusing comedy, which stars Clau years prior to coming to this town,
lage Green.
search of a Maine Colonel, who took
dette Colbert, Ray Milland ana he was an expert accountant with
Recreational Development
to the jungle to avoid “capture,”
Brian Aherne. Also there will bo a Baston firm and was very active
only to discover that he was fleeing Distributed 6020 copies of large Shown ti special March of Time, in church werk, having a large
from some of his own captives.
Camden folder in answer to re "Battlefields of the Pacific.”
young men’s class in Malden.
SIDNEY I. SKGAI.
Park St.,
Itorkland, Me
Hallet's yarn as to how he was quests, 7000 copies of Camden
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
He is survived by a son, Roger
Tel. 297-lV
catapulted at Honolulu was a splen “Guide Book" for 1941 and Winter will observe Brothers Night Wed Plaisted , five grandchildren and
did piece of descriptive humor, told Sports folders cn request.
nesday. Supper will be served at one great grandchild.
with much detail, and never the Wrote several hundred personal 6.30 o’clock. Following the meet
suspicion of a smile. He didn't letters in answer to inquiries about ing a program will be given and
have to smile, for his listeners 'lid cottages, hotels, farms inns, schocn - all members are urged to be
i V.
that a-plenty. They smiled, grinned J er cruises, real estate, etc.
present.
laughed and roared, and continued'
At the meeting of the Rotary
Advertised Camden
to do so for the very happy hour
Club this week, a question and
Page in “Maine Invites You.”
IBM.
ON THE
the speaker held the floor.
answer period was enjoyed. The
Virtually his only departure from j booklet cf Maine Publicity Bureau attendance contest between the
J’n’W UAUr THAI
the humorous vein was when he told . . . received S>7 inquiries by mail as two teams is deadlocked: at a tie
o-.
of the importance of civilian air de a result.
with both teams having 100 per
y.i&tX 'A 1*
.
fense. Enlistments to date number Winter sports in Boston. New York cent attendance. Alan L. Bird.
It is only sensible for every householder to have
4C0, and there are 170 planes—“a and Maine newspapers last Winter Fred Linekin and Ray Thurston,
.
.
.
inquiries
received
from
ten
real contribution which will perform
all of Rockland were visiting Ro
the thing's on hand that are needed for home- pro
real service." There’s a tremendous states as a result.
ta rians.
testion. Don’t borrow from your neighbors—have
need for young p lots, the speaker State edition of Press-Herald-Ex
Mrs. Lawrence Barton and
your own! Fill your needs from our stock of quality
said. Personnel has been our be press.
daughter Gertrude of Waterville,
Knox County Directory.
merchandise today!
setting trouble. The men must vol
arrived today to spend a week
Publicity
in
out-of-State
mediums
unteer; they cannot be drafted.
with Mrs. Helen Dean.
And when Haliet had concluded, for which the Chamber was respon
Mrs. Frank Rolerson, prefessionBLACK BEAUTY
everybody agreed with Toastmaster sible, either by furnishing pictures, ly known as Miss Doris Heald, who
NAIL HAMMER
Stevenson that his greatest "mis news or feature items, cr through fcr the past nine years has been
HOUSE BROOM
co-operaticn with writers, photogra
take” was net talking longer.
conducting the Doris Heald School
The entertaiiflnent ended with a phers and radio broadcasters.
Regularly $1.00
of Dancing locally and who has
"Star Spangled Banner" tableau, National Magazines, Saturday been teaching in other towns, has
SPECIAL
the participants being Doris Was-, Evening Post, Printer's Ink. Picture discontinued the schocl in Rock
gatt, 'Phyllis Dean and Ida Play, U. S. Travel Bureau Bulletin, land and Camden and classes in
89c
New York Times Magazine. Chris
Gautesen.
79c
Waterville and has left with her
A high grade brnnni
• • • •
tian Science Monitor Magazine,
made from the best A well made and well balanced
The accomplishments of the Cam King Features Syndicated Sunday son Peter for Hartford to join Mr.
Roler
cn
for
the
remainder
of
the
A No. 1 broom corn hammer at a priee that savs
den Chamber cf Commerce for the Magazine, Yankee, Playtime. Gate
Hardened striking
Winter.
It
i.s
with
regret
that
with
carefully se VALUE!
past year were summarized in the way Magazine.
fare—1"” hickory handle. Eidtv
the
classes
are
closed
as
Mis.s
lected
hardwood
following report of its alert and
Pictures and Feature Articles in
polished bead with black ne«k.
handle.
diligent secretary, Betty Foxwell: newspapers: New York Times, Heald wa.s very popular with the
children,. She also has been most
Christian Science Monitor. N. Y.,
Defense
3'- in. Handy
public spirited, having aided in
SAW IT! NAIL IT! PAINT IT! household
Assisted in arousing public inter Daily News, N. Y. Sun, Springfield many programs and forms of 'en
est in defense by meetings, April Mass., Republican. Rochester, N. Y. tertainment.
HYLITE WATER PUTTY OR GARAGE
30. Oct. 22 (attended by State Co Democrat and Chronicle, Boston
For Handy Repair .lobs
Sodality I’arty
VISE
Sunday Herald and Post. News items
ordinator of Defense) and Dec. 4.
appeared in many other papers.
1
Pound
25c
Mrs. Arthur O'Keefe was hostess
Petition to Governor urged Rock
$2.79
Radio- Featured Camden Broad Wednesday night to the Sodality
Simple fo mix, keeps indefinite
land aiiport.
casts. Bettie Beatty. WOR, 39 min.; of Our Lady of Good Hope and
This sturdy vise has slide bir
ly. Use it to repair wood, plas
Members visited OPM train in
ter, cement, tile, stone, fibre- and handle, anvil back au’l
15 inin. Yankee Network; WCSH. other guests who enjoyed beano
Bangor to inspect defense items fcr
board, composition. Just add a pipe jaws for holding pipe "r
Guy Butler; WGAN. Mr. Ski-do; as the principal diversion.
manufacture.
little water to the powder, mix round pieces of metal. A home
WLBZ, Annual Banquet.
Special awards were won by,
it and apply like any putty.
work-shop necessity.
Manufacturers
filed
[facility
News-reels:
Paramount.
Fox Mrs. Frank Wilbur, cake; Miss
sheets with Portland OPM office.
Movietone; MGM. . . on schooner Alice Clancy, pillow cases; Mrs.
Priorities information filed main
cruises.
David Connelly, basket of apples;
tained at Town Offices.
Illustrated lectures; Alton Black Miss Anna Keating, glass compote
Co-cperated with Camden Ship
ington.
dish; Mrs. Mary Snow, cake and
building & Marine Railways Co. in
. PAINTS-STOVES-KITCHENWARE
Norman Fuller, assorted fruit.
General
efforts to secure contracts for Gov
"FORMERLY VEAHE'i"
(iLq)
Mrs. Christian J. Windvand,
ernment shipbuilding.
Secretaiy sent many personal and
& ■ 441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAN 0 \2WS
Handled local publicity for De- form letters cn great variety of sub chairman cf the Apostolic Com
mittee,
was
in
supervision,
assis

fense Savings Securities.
jects in interests of Camden.
Products manufactured in Cam ted by other Sodalists. Mrs.
Official Information Center
den sent for display to Maine ex
Server as Ccurtesy Center at Elm;
hibit. Fairhaven, Mass. *
Street School for 1404 guests fremi
Protest Camden C.C.C. Camp
31 different States. Three Travel , .
,
.
.
_
„
. .
,
,
closing postponed this during Sum
Counsellors on duty every dav from
, .,
x
DON’T LET
mer while forest fire hazard very
9 a. m. to 9 p. m. from June 24
serious.
Membership rolls cf Chamber i
night at Community Building, pre show 216 paid members at end cf j
ceded by supper at 6.30. The sub 1941 . . . breaking all previcUs mem- i
ject discussed was “Getting a Living bership records.
STEAL YOUR FURNACE HEAT
frem the Farm” and was illustrated
The report of Clayton McCcbb
by colored slides.
treasurer, showed the year's re
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will
ceipts to have been $1740 and the
meet Wednesday with Miss Marion
disbursements $1353. with an actual
Weidman.
working balance cf $387.
The Johnson Society will meet
BE COMFORTABLE AND SAVE
Wednesday night at the Methodist
parsonage.
ASK YOUR FRIENDS
ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS
Rev. F. Ernest Smith of the Meth
cdist Church will speak Sunday
Then Call 511 For An Estimate
morning on the theme “Why Not
Try the Christian Way?” At the
evening service at 7 o’clock the sub
ject will be "God’s Treatment of His Plenty of Parts and Tubes
Guests."
The Thursday night
CaU 590-W
service will be at the home of Mr.
245 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TEL. 511
and Mrs. J. Carlton Davis, Union
Centra, Shell Station
E. D. MORTON, District Manager
HARRY HAXSCOM. R.prescntiti'f
street. Last week's prayer service
34
Union
St.,
Rockland
was held at the home ef Mr and '
Mrs. Harry Lane,

PROTECTIVE VAL

MFIIN ST HHRDLUFtREa

OLD MAN WINTER

NSULATE

W. H. Emery

RADIO SERVICE

EAGLE ROCK WOOL INSULATION CC.

Mrs. Carrie Bin,
bra ted her 92d bir
with a gala day li.
unplanned. The <
brightened by a i
grams, then the p
a hundred greetin
tens and poems. A:
was kept ringing ;
boxes of flowers
bocks and all sort <
brances, and there
musician and deliph'
beautiful friend of .
ing in state her m
gathered to wish lu
returns of the d:
two daughters Mi's
who is head of thf
home and Mrs. Jolu
Ycrk who came for
whi left for her he;
helping receive.

Mrs. Frances B
Sunday for Boston
attend the Hairdrt
tion; and will al
Mrs. Charles E Bu
Chester, N. H., tor a
Fied Tripp of Cn
member of the Man
has returned aftt
father, W. S. Tripp 1
several days.

The Curtis, Str i
give a Chamber Mi,
Portland on Jan. 25
auspices of the Ro
concerts will be lu
The hour fcr Sun
for the remaining t
p. m. Prof. Fredcr:
Bowdoin, College, a
will collaborate in ,
of quartets and qtin
writings of the great
ther detail oi these
etc., may be had bj
Gladys Heistad, tf l (
2432.
Everett I.. (Spear
confined to l.is hotn<
some time. Is now r
rapidly improving
Winsicw-Hclbrock
can Legion Auxilia
Monday night. The
will meet at 2 p. ni.

Hiram Inger-on v;
visiting hi^ daughtc;
Dinsmore ha. itli
buiy, Mass.

Mr. and Mr.s. A.
and Mr. and Mr, I
were in Portland V.
Thursday.

Chapin Class will
night with Mrs. Fn
The Shakcspeafe
meet Monday with
Frost, Summer strei
with Mrs. A. J B.n
announced, due to
Mrs. Bird. The mem
sent scene, lor "I.:!

Mrs. Kathleen N
tained t he mcmbei
Mobile Canteen 1'u
home cn Park stre*'
with a card party an
S|>encer Found iti
dividually design ;;
all needs. Delivery c
Mona McIntosh. 23'>
22-M.-<idv.

Visit Lucien K <
second floor, 16 He) i
Fellows Block, City
Coats and Cloth Coat;
prices.
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Garden Club Notes

THEATRE
AND MONDAY

■
>■ •
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?«

No sooner i> the clipper air borne
ii ii t. in begin Io happen. Tire]
h. nii' ii continuously and continy,
alb while the airship flits home
ward, and while it stops over in
11 looks as if Bill and la
bride ire the only honest ones lc(|
11m bv the time the mystery ant
..ie excitement end, which the;
eventually do, but not until i
whacking good mystery story ha
been unreeled.

Funeral erviees will be held from
G< od Funeral Home, Sunday at
( , ?k with Rev. Weston P. Holm:
< I: ei.ding. Burial will be in Moun
tain cemetery

WARNING!
INCOME TAX
II will make over $15 a week
m,ii iiiiv have to tile Income
las' Your Income Tax Guide,
ill Page Book, only 25c shows
Mi, deductions. Shows HOW
In lan out Your Form, ANI)
Man\ Valuable helps.
Full
i isli n I mid if not satisfied
after 3 days. By mail only
30..
SIDNEY I. SEGAL
71 Park SI,
Itockland, Me.
lei. 297-W

every householder to have
are needed for home- prori at your neighbors—have

s from our stock of quality

NAIL HAMMER

79c
\ well nude and well balanced
hammer at a price that s»vs
\ AI.I Id
Hardened striking
lace—13" hicktry handle.
polished he id with black neck.
B1-.. in. Handy
not seiioi n
OK G \R AGE

VISE
$2.79

ft

sturdy vise has slide l»*
anvil back *nd
or
pipe jaws for lidding P>IM‘
round pieces of metal. A hoinr
work-shop necessity.
Ills

and

handle,

:$• KITCHENWARE

r veaz/rs"
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ROCKLAND

f.

OCl ETY
Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw cele- j A surprise double shower was held
buted her 92d birthday Thursda?- Wednesday night for Mis. Edith
w ith a gala day that was entirelyi Holmstrom and Mrs. Helen Harvey j
unplanned. The early morning wa; at Mrs. Holmstrom’s home on Cresbrightened by a number of tele- cent street by a group of their
rams, then the postman with ha! friends. Miss Prances Marsh and
a hundred greeting cards and let- Miss Katherine Jordan were the ;
ters and poems. And the door be' hostesses.
1
va.-, kept ringing for packages ar lj
_____
.
•
box?s of flowers and fruit ar.fi i Mr. and Mrs. Millard Hart of
nocks and all sorts of lovely remeir-; North Main street have returned
iuances, and there was our brilliai home after several days’ visit with
musician and delightfully young an 11 friends in Pfrtland.
1
beautiful friend of everyone receiv-j
_____
mg in state her many callers who
A musical tea for the benefit of
gathered' to wish her many happy Red Cross War Fund, sponsored by1
K turns of the day. Mrs. Shaw’s the Rubinstein Club, is to be held at
two daughters Mrs. Winifred Fales the regular meeting of the club at
v ho is head of their Park street the home of Mrs. John H. McLoon,
home anti Mrs. John Farber of New Beech street cn the afterncon of
York who came for this event and1 Feb. 13 at 2.30 o'clock. There will
who left for her home Friday were I be room for 25 extra seats which
helping receive.
' will be sold at a nominal fee to in-----j terested patrons. Contact must be
Mis. Fiances B. Bicknell leaves macje wjth the president. Miss MaSunday for Boston, where she will,bel Spring, Talbot avenue. before
attend tbe Hairdressers’ Ccnven-[
ncon; Jan 30, telephone‘8-M.
ton; and will also visit Mr. and
Mis Charles E. Bicknell in Man
Leon A. Chase is confined to his
chester, N. H„ for a few days.
home by illness.

Miss Daly Spoke

AT

Auxiliary had Wednesday. The aft
“New England Day", a second fans were interestingly assailed
erncon was taken up with the tack
annual event at the Champlin Wednesday night a? they l.stened
ing of two large quilts, one for Mrs.
hcme at Rochester Hill, Rochester., for 10 minutes to the broadcast on
Sadie
Thomas, the other for Mrs.
N H” for members °f the Garden War Defense Nursing given over
Carrie
Winchenbaugh.
Club F'derations in the six New | station WO5H by Mss Ellen Daly,
Supper was served with Mrs. Vel
England s-ates- is planned this j superintendent cf Knox Hospital.
ma Marsh as cha rnian. assisted by
year in 1 lac-time. May 19, by Mrs ir.d president cf the Maine Nurses
Mrs. Winchenbaugh and Mrs. Cross.
Helen Hussy Champlin. New Eng- Association. Miss Daly delivered
herself
cleat
ly
and
interestingly
cf
The business session followed at
land vice Presicient cf the National
the
following
addre
s.
7.30
with the newly installed of
Council cf State Garden Clubs
ficers
presiding. Mrs. Stella Mc
*^rs- E Stewart Orbeton of Wes'
Yeung
women
oi
Maine,
the
Rae,
who
is the department inspect
R°c^P°rt- president of the Garden
Nursing
Council
of
National
De

ing
officer,
installed Mrs. Doris Ame;
Club Federation of Maine, will atas
secretary
Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal
fense
has
designated
the
menth
cf
tend- as web
m&ny others of the
as
ass'stqjit
guide.
Mrs. Bessie Sul
January
as
a
period
in
which
to
lccal garden clubs.
livan
as
musician,
and Mrs. Harurge
you
to
prepare
for
nursing
The annual New England Spring
riette
Thomas
as
outside
guard. Mrs
Flower Shew of the Massachusetts sfrvice- Dj you want to do some'
Marsh
and
Mrs.
Cross
were
elected
Horticultural Scciety will be held: tbin? fcr the defcnse cf y:ur !
to
serve
on
a
three
year
term
com
in Mechanics Building, Boston, on'=cuntry? Are ycu willing to pie-I
mittee cf the Civil War Memorial
March 16 to 21. Also on the same pare yourselves for the vitally im- j
Association. The recess was devoted
dates the annual International i P°rtant task of carin?
tbe sick j
—
Photo
by
Reger
Paul
Jordan
tc selling Loyalty Auxiliary stamps
Flcwer Show of the Horticultural j and funded cf this war?
Mrs. J. Marden DeShon of Portland for the National Auxiliary fund, of
Wcmen
are
not
being
drafted
Scciety of New York and the New
A meeting sponsored by the Ro?k- which Mrs. Marsh is chairman. It
York Florists Club will be held at but these who can volunteer their
Grand Central Palace. New York i serv*ces are expected to do so. j iand League of Wemen Voters is to was al o veted to serve a supper for
There is a serious gap in cm- Na- be held next Tllpcrilu
li(Tilt The the Sons of Anderson Camp. Feb. 11
City.
Tuesday ,nignt.
' which will prece.de a Lincoln
tional
Defense
which
women
can
|
Mrs. Orbeton in her first letter to
speaker Mrs. J. Maiden DeShon ot j program.
fill.
America
needs
more
nurses.
■
all garden and nature club presi
Portland, who Ls preside:! of the
Mrs. Winchenbaugh reported on
dents expressed confidence that all At least 50,003 well qualified young ;
the
condition of Sister Grace Rob
Maine
League
of
Women
Voters,
members of the Federation will en women are needed ta enter Schools j
bins.
who is confined to her home
of Nursing this year end prepare , has just returned from a council
Fred Tripp of Criehaven. former
The Thursday Rug Club was en gage in some k nd of defense work
to fill vacancies.
member of tlie Maine State Police,
meeting cf the Nancu.fi Lcagne held by illness. Mrs. Elizabeth Murray
tertained this week by Mrs. E. Carl immediately, also to make use ot
thanked the Aux ilary and members
Mothers,
is
there
a
teen-age
ha.s returned after visiting his Moran.
in
Indianapolis.
the Winter months to prepare for
for her plant and gifts, sent during
father, W. S. Tripp in Rockland for
daughter
in
your
home
who
has
Spring activities.
Mrs. Orbeton
! This council, which Is composed
her
illness.
completed
her
High
School
work,
j
of
thf>
nalional
cf
directors,
\eial days.
and Mrs. Harry Johnson were suggests planning the year’s program
Mrs. Helen Paladino, patriotic in
or
perhaps
her
college
ccurse?
If
The Curtis String Quartet will in the city Thursday on their way to include information on garden she is like most of cur American j the State league presidents and cne structor, asked several questions
ing, conservation, nutr.tion, canning,
delegate from each State, considered
give a Chamber Music Festival in to their home at Swan’s Island, school lunches; also to invite speak girls, she wants to help in this na- | rarefUiiy the League’s policy in war- about the American Flag and gave
Portland on Jan. 25. 26, 27 under the after a fortnight’s trip to Boston ers from 4-H Clubs. Farm Bureaus. tional emergency.
; time. Meeting in emergency ses- answers. Mrs. Paladino asked Mrs.
auspices of the Rossini Club. The and Gloucester
Listen to a challenge to her! | cjon> one month after the United McRae to serve cn the program fcr
Granges, and ether organizations to
ecncerts will be held in Frye hall.
young, j states entered the second World' the month of February.
The Rug Club met yesterday in give suggestions fcr Better Home America needs nurses
The hour fcr Sunday will te 4 p. m.
competent.
professional
Burses war. the Council voiced its unani- j Mrs. Ames will be supper chair
an all day session with Miss Char- making.
man for the next supper. Feb. 4.
tor the remaining two concerts 8.30
Victory Garden courses are being with superior preparation and vis mous conviction that realizaticn of
p m. Prof. Frederic Tillotson of jlctte
Grove street’
announced by the New York State ion. initiative and ability to ad the purpose of the League—to de
Bowdoin, College, a gifted pianist
just themselves to ever-changing velop an alert, understanding body
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B. Orbetcn Institute of Agriculture in Farmingwill collabtrate in tlie presentation
conditions
—these who can effec of citizens—was of mere, not less,
dale, L. I., to be held each Monday
New students enrolled this month
of quartets ar.d quintets from ’the of Bangor were visitors in the city afternoon for the next ten weeks, tively participate in essential impirtance because of the danger
Thursday.
are
Miss Ruth Mathews, Miss Paula
writings of the great masters. Fur
registration with C. F. Wedell at th? health services which are of .par to qur national existence as a selfThomas
and Mrs. Frances Schipper
ther detail ot these concerts, prices,
Sunshine Society will hold a spe- i Institute and the New York Bctani- ticular importance in the total governing free people that comes cf Camden, and Douglas Small of
etc, may be had by calling Mrs. cial meeting Monday afternoon with ca' Victory Gardening series cf six pio„iam r.t National Defense.
frem the war.
Gladys Heistad, tel. Camden 2432.
The Council also directed atten Rockland.
Mrs. Lena Merrill. Each member lectures, beginning Jan 28. Dr. W. i Health Ls vital in a strong naMiss Virginia Wyllie is ill at her
2432.
will take a box lunch.
J Robb ns, director, in charge.
| tion. It Ls the first objective in tion to the new problems cf local
home
in Warren.
A handbook containing detailed j the preparation of our young men government and pledged itself to
Everett I.. iSpear, who has been
Miss
Virginia Rohardscn is sub
Payson lias left for suggestions on the organization of1 f°r front line duty. To attain this. use its facilities to devise ways and
Robert
ci nfined to his home by illness for
stituting
during the absence of
a Victory Garden Program is being the health reeouices or our country- means to see that a Congress is
some time, Ls now reported to be Bostcn to attend the Hairdressers'
prepared by the Office cf Civilian i must be strengthened so that the elected in 1942 which is capable cf |
Shew for a week.
rapidly improving.
The newly organized evening
Defense at Washington, D. C.. and | finest, mest effective preventive dealing with the problems it will
There wil! be a Circle supper at will seen be d stributed to Regional tfierapeutic medical service can be face, particularly that of pest war school, holding class sessions Mon
V.'inslcw-Hclbrock Unit- Ameri
day and Thursday evenings, has the
can Legion Auxiliary, will meet the Congregational Church Wed- offices of the Office of Civilian De- provided for cur Army. Navy, Ma- organization fcr peace.
Tlie president of the Maine League following enrollment: Freda A.
Monday night. The Sewing Circle nesfiay at C.15. Tlie chairman is^ f^nse in collaboration with Federal, rine and Air forces. The registered
Mrs. Harold Karl.
' nurse is the key person in this tre- is a native of Vermont where she Burkett. Helen G. Coltart, Dominico
State and Ccunty agencies.
will meet at 2 p. m.
From Garden Club Notes by Ber- J mendous movement to keep fit our received her public school education, Cuccinello, Mildred J. Durkee, Beda
Mrs. Clarence Storer entertained tha Townsend Welch.
men in service.
i afterward attending college in Ro- Emery, Joan R. Emery. Edna G.
Hiram Ingerson who has been
the Tantramar Club Wednesday
We do not know how long this ; ar.cke, Virginia. Since her marriage Fuller. Bai bara O. Gamage, Anne
visiting hLe daughter Mrs Percy
night at her home cn Scott street.
war will last but we do know that she has been a resident cf Portland Jacobs- Chailotte L. Johnson,
CHICKEN PIE SUPPER
Dinsmore has returned to RoxThe evening was spent with Rod
Thursday evening at the Metho it will result in the hospitaliza where she has been active in ciub Vivian L. Johnson Mrs. Flcrence
buiy, Mass.
Cross sewing followed by a lunch dist Church was given a supper tion of a large part of the nation’s and civic affairs. Long a member!p Jcv- Viola F Joy. Gertrude E.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking eon. The next meeting cf the club worthy of high praise, and called youth. Be ready to meet this chal of the Woman’s Literary Union she 1 Lampinen. Ione M. Louraine, Ruth
and Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell will Im* held with Mrs. Ella Gatcomb. together representatives of every lenge by becoming a well prepared- is the present chairman of legisla- ! Lenfest, Marion G. McDermott
denomination in the city, and nurse, so that when peace is re tion. She has also been chairman of Beatrice H. Mills, Mrs. Aletha Munro,
were in Portland Wednesday and Owl’s Head.
committees in the Maine Federa Louise M. Seavey, Israel Snow, Jr.,
Thursday.
Mrs. Mary E. Nye is ill at the many from surrounding towns to stored you can stand beside your
tion, treasurer cf the Federation, Deris E. Sylvester.
feast cn Rcckland's expert chicken brothers in a service well done.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday htme of her daughter. Mrs. Grace pies and salads- and cakes and
Our ccuntry — indeed the whole director for Cumberland County and
night with Mrs. Freda Brackett
Wheeler. Willow street
cream pies. Worthy the best in the 1 world — has never had a greater is now chairman of club institutes.
Her long association with and the
Mrs. Ellsworth T. Rundlett, who land. Every table was full up j need fcr individuals with capacity
The Shakespeafe Society will
Guard Your Country .. .
various
pcsitions she has held in
fcr
constructive
action.
America
early
end
extra
places
were
set
meet Monday with Mrs. Harriet has been visiting her children.
Barbara Ann and John Harry- for the overflow. Graceful and needs, and will continue to need, the Federaticn and in the League
and Your Loved Ones
Frost, Summer street, instead of
attractive girls waited cn tables, professionally competent nurses. of Women Voters has placed her
Boynton.
at
the
home
cf
their
with Mrs. A. J. Bird as previously
grandmother, leaves Monday for helping the fine list of house They are essential to a powerful among the foremost women cf the
announced, due to the illness of
keepers do a marvelous stunt in program of National Defense. State interested in civic and govMrs. Bird. The member; will pre- Albany, Ga., where she will join fed ng many more than satisfied Young women who want, to serve i ernmcntal work,
Right now, thousands of
her husband, Lt. Rundlett. who is
.ent scenes for “Life With Father.”
young
American soldiers and
their
country
as
nurses
arc
urged
patrens. Congratulations to the
stationed at Turner Field, Ga.
to
inquire
about
enrollment,
in
a
Other
nurses
who
are
not
enrolled
J
sailors are risking their lives to
Methodist ladies.
Mrs Kathleen Newman enter-1
good
School
of
Nursing.
Ask
your
called
upon
only
as
a
last
rcprotect yours.
Patriotism, your
FOR A WORTHY WOMAN
t imed t'lc inembers of the Red Cross j
nearest
hospital
or
write
to
the
sort
Buy
Deiense
Bonds
and
Stamps
own self-protection, demands
Mobile Canteen Unit N 4 at her j Has anyone a childs crib and
Nurses are needed in a hurry.
State Nurses Association.
In
lieme cn Park street Monday night high chair to donate to a worthy j
that you do your part, now!
Maine thp address of this organ Do not fail in this time of need
with a card party’and beano.
I woman. They are needed badly. ,
ization is 54 Saunders street, Port Be a First Reserve and not a Last
Start buying United States
1 The baby carriage Ls used now as j
SUNDAY,
MONDAY
Resort.
Enroll
new
in
Red
Cross
land.
Defense Savings Bonds and
Spencer Foundation Garments in a crib. but’Ls too small for the i
Nursing Service and join that great
AND
TUESDAY
America
is
also
calling
the
reggrowing
child.
Please
call
Miss
:
Stamps
immediately.
Back
dividually designed; supports for
rrray cf women who have always
I
Lstered
nurses
to
enroll
as
Red
Corbett
663-M.
or
leave
articles
at
!
ull needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs
down the aggressors with your
i Cross nurses. Your brothers and been "First in war" as well as first
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. the City Matron's office, Spring
dollars. Bonds are on sale at
I sweethearts arc told they must in peace.
street.
“I was made to live
22-M.-<adv.
banks and post offices.
They
Last year the National IRed
j serve. You are given tlie privilege
Helen Corbett
for him. .to die for
cost
as
little
as
$18.75.
Put
Cross
Nursing
Service
set
forth,
as
j of serving, also. Serve whom? Ycur
Visit Lucien K Green At Son’s1
brothers!
Enrollment
in
the
Red
:
on
e
of
its
aims,
the
gradual
build

your dimes in Defense Stamps
him—yet I’m afraid
second floor, 16 School street. Odd 1 Peru is estimated to have 4,500.- j
ing-up
of
Volunteer
Nurses
’
Aids
1
Cross
Nursing
Service
is
voluntary.
and they, too, will go to work.
Fellows Block, City , for Furs, Fur, 003 potential horsepower in its ,
of him!”
No membership fee is charged. service which would be of great
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate | waterways, of which less than 100,America needs your money
Through enrollment the nurse be value not only under normal cir
prices.
0C0 horsepower has been utilized.
for a very important reason—to
comes a member of the First Re cumstances but also in emergency
serve of the Army and Navy Corps. should conditions warrant it.
safeguard your country, your
The emergency is here now. The
Enrolled Red Cress nurses are
lift.
those first called upon when addi- i announced gcal of the Red Cress
! ticnaj nurses are needed to help 1
prepare 100.000 Nurses' Aids
I in peace or war time tragedy. 1 w'hhin this year. It has been the •
aim of the American Red Cress '
and the cffice cf Civilian Defense '
to maintain a high standard for I
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
'Rtbecco''
Volunteer Nurses’ Aids. Hospitals 1
star at her bast
Saturday
Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
used as training centers must be
with an amazing
SUNDAY-MONDAY'
approved by the American Medical
Cory Grant!
NOW. CASH NITE S67.50
Associaticn and the American ColEdw. G. Robinson, Edw. Arnold
ege cf Surgeons.
“UNHOLY PARTNERS”
Women between the ages of 18
and 50 are urged to interview their
Plus
local Red Cress Chapters with a
GENE AUTRY in
view to becoming Nurses’ Aids.
UNITED
“UNDER FIESTA STARS”
The years ahead are going to be
hard
years
—
when
life
is
going
to
STATES
SUNDAY-MONDAY’
demand disciplined strength and i
Ray
Milland,
Claudette Colbert
ccurage from us all. Your country I
with
SAVINGS
needs skilled hands, trained minds, j
“SKYLARK"
WILLIAM
IRENE
Plus DONALD DUCK
fearless spirits. Won't you meet J
with BRIAN AHERNE
this
demand
by
becoming
Red
}
Special
March of Time
BONDS
LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS
THIS SATURDAY’ MATINEE
Cress nurses or by either »enrolling
Evg Shews: 6.15, 8.30
“Battlefields of Pacific”
in a good School of Nursing or by
CANDY GIVEN AWAY
ANDSTAMPS
preparing to beccme a Nurses' Aid?
TO THE FIRST
Coming: “Suspicion”
TODAY
All three have a part in that
150 CHILDREN
most rewarding of human civilized
“BAHAMA PASSAGE”
NOW PLAYING
endeaver?—the relief of human
STIRLING HAYDEN and
“Gauchos of Eldorado” civilized endeavors—?the relief of
MADELEINE CARROLL
ADDING
w th
human suffering.
MACHINE
THREE MESQUITEERS
CARTOON
NEWS
SERIAL
RENTALS
Visitors ln Washington.. D. C.
$130
Week
Tel.
-•an get copies of The Courier-Ga
COUNTRY
STORE
$5.00
Month
892
iety at tbe Metropolitan News
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
Every Friday Eve ning
Agency. 603 15th street. North Jl P.irk
St..
Rorkl.-ind
T*l. 297-W
All. KINDS OE PRIZES
West - fwlv.
58* tf
•i

At Ballard School

GARGAN-HERVEY

tVE

ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS
imate

ULATION CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ntivf
HARRY HANSCOM, Representath
>£

Had A Busy Day

Mrs. Orbeton, President of Supt. of Knox Hospital Gives To Hear Mrs. DeShon, Presi- Anderson Auxiliary Tacks
dent State Association In
Quilts, Eats Supper, and
Federation, Looks For
Radio Broadcast On
Transacts Business
Defence Work To
War Nursing
This City Tuesday Night
Be Done
Wliat a busy day Anderson Camp
The ears of many local radio

BUY

NTER

Women Voters League

A

This And That

By K. S. F.

A Calendar Supper
The Calendar Supper at the Lit
tlefield Memorial Church Wednes
day night proved to be a very col
orful affair and met with the heariv
approval of everyone present. Mrs
Ronald Lord acted as chairman
with the able ass stance cf Mrs
Christine Dorman. Mrs Hattie lord.
Mrs. Mattie Barter, Mr. and MrWilliam Dorman, Mrs. Lillian Coi l
and Mrs. Grace Wilson. Each table
was prettily decorated in appropri
ate colors to represent th? 12 calen
dar months These were in charge
of the following:
January—Mrs. Berla Wixon.
February—Mrs. Therese Chase.
March—Miss Kathleen Chase.
April—Mrs. Bessie Norton.
May—Mrs. Eula Munro.
June—Mrs. Edna Griffin.
July—'Mrs Vivian Lord.
August—Mrs. Bertha Thurston.
September—Mrs. Elizabeth Arm
strong
October—Mrs Arlene Bisbee.
November—Mrs. Mae Gray.
December—Miss Miriam Dorman
A 13th table tock care of the extra
guests and wa; decorated in patri
otic style, a Defense design occupy
ing the center of the table. This
table was in charge of Mrs. Anni*
Dorman.

Is there anything that snulla
prettier than a nan of brked appl s
just cut of the even?—Ed. Pointer
in the Bcstcn Globe.
Locks
prettier.—State
Chat.
Lewiston.
EmrJis, tastes, and locks invit
ingly pretty, tco, at my hcuse where
I bake them and keep the b-.illiant
chlcr.
• • * •
Was it net Shakespeare wha said.
"Good name in man or woman,
dear my lord, is the immediate
jewel cf their souls”.
• • • •
It's not always easy to keep in
mind that gratitude and happiness
are close companions and should be
clo'-e chains to good health The
ungrateful heart is a selfish heart.
Lives with mot.ves that are not
lighted by af eetion and thought
fulness of ethers are full of dis
content. These who have mind and
THE U RIC MUSE
heart full cf gratitude are apt to be
full cf spiritual understanding.
• • • •
Apples are busy these days. An
apple a day will keep both doctor
and dentist eway for apples clean
the teeth frem all troubles, so eat
apples. And arc the Maine apples
Publication Limited to Brief
goed? They are.
Poems
• • * *
of Original Composition
In that fine memorial that Farm
By Subscribers
ington has fcr her favorite daugh
ter’s memory, the Nordica Me
Better to write cnly ten poems
morial Shrine, cne can listen to
and
have one live than to write a
many records made of that prima
thousand
that die.—John Harscn
donna’s magnificent singing voice.
Rhoades
Hew marvelcus this is1 for all time.
r r r »
• • • *
POETIC LICENSE
Men who have blazed new paths
| For The Courier Gazette |
for civilization have always been
how I wish that I could write
precedent breakers. It is ever the Oh
Svmphonlous and terse.
man who believes in his own ideas; The throbbing, thrilling thoughts I
feel.
who C3n think and act without a Tn love y rhythmic verse.
crowd to back him; who is bcld. But when my pl-it thus aspires.
And bright the muse-lire glows;
original, resourceful; who has the In
eloquence mv pen begins.
courage to go where ethers have Then finishes ln prose.
never been, to de what others have I lose my subject i'a the branch
Of seme maiestic tree;
never
dene—who
accomplishes The object, that's just understood.
firings and leaves his mark on his As anyone can see.
Mv tenses squirm and change about.
times.
Like wrestlers in a ring;
• • • •
Inr goTna. gone or am I here?
British experiences have shown You can't tell anything.
I try to u«e poetic words
that the chief value of anti-aircraft Fophonious
anflDnlce;
For
when you're putting thoughts ln
guns is r.ct bringing down enemy
verse.
bembers but in keep ng them high N he other will suffice.
and spoiling their aim.
On strong poetic wings I soar.
• * « •

Nor find a place to slop;
Then mv fanev takes a tail-spin.
And suddenly I drop.
My flowery adjectives combine
To 1 ok like printer’s pie;
My adverbs will not help the verbs,
But simply make them lie.
And as for measure, lt wont mete.

knew a little closet with a
Little tiny key.
I saw a jar cf candy there
And I think it’s all for me.
They keep it high cn a lcng shelf, My rhythm won't stay set:
My lovely pcem—there it stands.
It's red and p nk and white;
An opprobrious epithet.
My Momie thinks that I don’t know
Oh vain desire' why were you born?
But I saw it there last night.
Is there anyone who knows.
Why. when I try to write in verse.
• • • •
My lines all read like prose?
"Officer," said the police court
Ne’.l Gwynne
judge, “what made you think the Rockland.
W»MM
prisoner was drunk?"
WHEN
"Well, your honor, as lie was go
(Fir Th«* Courier Gazette |
ing along thr sidewalk he ran
When molds arr divtiiPlv disciplined
plump into a street lamppost. He on
the loom of awakened life
There
c- inc melody through Interim
backed away, renlaeed his hat cn That, soothes
into reronancr. s-lrlfc
lis head, and firmly started for Wft wind' pliv harmonic rhapsodic-!
p tint, pictures of life's re-hlrth
ward again, but or.ee more ran into C"otids
’Infolding buds give accents of cheer
in their strength, courthe pest. Four times he tried to Tries umassed
ae gear
get by tlie pest, but each time his Eventualities that may appear
the pathways, all through the
uncertain steps took him plump Down year.
When
word
from distant long absent
into the iron pole. After the fourth
friend
attempt and failure to pass the Tunes heart to lyric melodies
ra„rS t]le mind with fragrant
pest, he backed off, fell to the And cblend
pavement, and. clutching his head That far ofi voice of memories
K S. P.
n his hands, murmured, as to one
Rockland.
lost to all hep?: ‘Lost! Lost in an
r »»
impenetrable forest.' ”
ONE
"Ten days,” said the court.
| Par Tbe Courier Gazette |
• • * •
In the worship of God our Father
us gatiier with one accord.
The swordfish is toothless anti InLet
communion with one another.
uses his sword to capture hi.s foed
In praise r.f cur Savior and Lord.
He rises up in a schocl cf fish and Of one mind, of one heart, of one
spirit
strikes right and left with hs With Peter, with Joh'n and with.
P ul.
broadbill cr sword, killing or stun The mind
of our Lord and Redeemer.
ning his prey, and then picking One mind of compassion on all.
them up at leisure.
Of one blcod our Creator lias made us.
All nations of men on the earth
* • * *
So Ko w uld create us cne body.
z
His Church of a Heavenly birth.
“I said to a man who stood at
All
the nations will then be united.
the gate of the year. Give me a
AU war and all selfishness cease
l ght, that I may tread safely into When all men become one ln His
service.
the unknown.’ and he replied. ‘Go Pursuing
perpetual peace
cut into the darkness and put your
Allison M Watts
hand into the hand of Gcd. That Jam~lca. Vt.
» Rr
shall be ta ycu better than a light
MY SCOTLAND WILL SMILE
and safer than a known way!’ ”
|For The Courier-Gazette]
—Haskins
O'
the
bl’ls o' bonnie Scotland.
• • * •
O' the heather in the glen.
O' these do I remember.
“Jamie's On the Stormy Sea”
And lets I dinna' ken.
When the twilight bat was flitting
But o' all the things, that haunt me.
In the sunset, at her knitting
In my steep locked pen.
Is the smile-less look upon them.
Sang a lonely maiden s tting
Upon my heather and my glen.
For bombs now rain on Scotland.
Underneath her threshold tree.
Upon my heathered glen.
And e'er twilight died before us
I J>ray my fortune's ending.
And the twinkling stars shone And
Will see them smile again!
Kay Yale
o’er us
Washlngt jn.
Fitful rose that tender chorus
“Jamies cn the stormy sea".
• • • •
Still Afloat—The current story on
FQ^PEFENSE
London's damp weather tells of the
Australian soldier who after having
BUY
experienced many weeks of contin
UNITED
ued rainy weather looked up at the
STATES
barrage balloons over the city and
SAVINCS
BONDS
quietly remarked: "Why don't they
ANDSTAMPS
cut ’em loose and let the place
sink?"—Sarnia* Observer.
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Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
The Curtis String Quartet, ene teacher.
The.se early activities
of the best known chamber mu- are mentioned for by the wildest
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing. to protect
flight of imagination today we
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
£iC ensembles before the public ,
fancy any Qf lhc chUdren
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront
teday, Is to be heard in a Cham- we kn0.w 0{ five anci eight years
ia
i
Bp»,r
—
(IT
—
!
—
•—
—
rnr-mm
ber Music Festival cn Jan. 25-26-27 undertaking these various things,
IhillluUllwIi !lll!lllrtlLihTh
-ililii jlilkMIi- 'idliiJIHIil-lt ■
.'.U'iIIHII nil.' u-...... i- 'J.
Hall,
Portland,
under
the
Haydn
in
mature
years
was
said
in Frye
called on the Hiit family Tuesday
PORTLAND HEAD
evening.
au pice of the Rot-ini Club. The to be of unprepossessing personal
Miss N. H. Kinney called on the
appearance, stern, dignified in as
.listed
in
these
Another birthday anniversary
Quartet will be
pect, laconic in speech, although
Hnt family recently.
During the ceremony of hoisting with the right hand and hold it at
rolled around Sunday for Mrs. R.
P; of. Frederic E. T he wn.. of a humorous and amiable
< ncei
Arthur Harlow was guest last
or lowering the Flag, or when the the left shoulder, the hand being
T. Sterling. Mrs. Sterling was well
Tii’. it on of Bowdoin College, who temperament. arti. tic and liberal
' Saturday of R. T. Sterling.
Flag is passing m a parade or in a over the heart.
remembered and received callers
w.lf collaborate in presenting minded.
review, all persons present should
! The Hilts called Sunday on Mr. through the day. She entertained
Women
should
salute
by
placing
three cf the most famous quintets
jjis melodic vein Ls original and
face the Flag, stand at attention
j and Mrs. Warren Kinney in Port at a dinner party Mr. and Mrs.
the right hand over the heart.
from the works of great masters, inexhaustible. There is a frank
and salute.
land.
Biuce Walker of Portland, Mr. andi
I had the great pleasure of gayety. even extravagent fun, at
The salute to the Flag in a
Those present in uniform should
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Grant,
daughMrs Roboft sterling Jr. and daugh
hearing the Curtis String Quartet times, yet in his moods of tendermoving column is rendered as the
render the right hand salute.
ters
Patricia
and
Earlene
of
Cape
tcr Ann YValker; and at luncheon
in Augusta on Sunday, Jan. 18. ness or of passion, he is a worthy
Those men not in uniform Flag approaches the spectator and
Elizabeth W’ere guests Friday of F.,
and j^rs y; q p:w Of Portland
when it wa.s presented in the forerunner of Beethoven At all
should remove their headdress is held until it has passed.
O.
Hilt
and
family.
i
F
o Hilt and family entertained
Green Street Method! t Church in j events he stands as one of the j
Mrs.
R.
T.
Sterling
was
a
visitor
Monday
afternoon Mrs. T. M. Roba series of three concerts to bene- great composers of all times, one j
J a little mixed and then if some cne
Wednesday at the home of her son ir,cn. and son Pvt. Glover RcbReplies To Iree
fit the Red Cro. s. Miss Caroline of marvelous fertility of creative
else asks reader No. 1 to contraRobert Sterling Jr. in South Pcrt-;in«cnt Mrs. Butler cl East R clu Fenno Chase, who has many 1 resources. The list cf his compes-i------diet certain statements perhaps
N. H.. and Mrs. Buller'.s daughlriends in local musical circles due 1 tions is enormou ; for example, he
Jay See Admits He Was from errors in the reading of Reader Lieut, and Mr.s. Philip Newbert jter.,
ter
MLss
Butler, R, N. of Portland.
to her activities in connection . wrote 125 symphonies and 77
Wrong
and
the
Incident
No. 2, who is truly better posted on
witii the Maine Federation of Mu- string quartet.-, and his other writClOSeS
| some parties involved than either
sis Clubs and music clubs of her i mgs were in many form, —vocal,
means to see that a Congress is
_____
writer or Reader No. 1 • in this
home city headed the committee j instrumental, for church, ensemble, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— case A. Jay See), who then falls
elected
in 1942 which is capable of
Follow The Trend
in charge. It wa.s a happy occasion i etc.
dealing
with the problems it will
Where did friend Iree ever get into the pit, hits the buzz saw teeth
to greet the Quartet, “boys” — I
. . » ,
face,
pertichlarly
that of pest war
the idea that I claimed to be in.! or is involved in the bomb explosion'
RiH'klanrt Ix-ague of
Jascha Brodsky and Charles Jaffe, J Quartet in D Mine- (“Death and
organizations
for
peace.”
Women
Voters
„
J as I cheerfully acknowledge to Iree
„burnt chi;d dreads Uw| ■ -- ---------- --------------------------------violins, Mux Arinoff, viola, and i the Maiden") wa, Schubert's sec- fallible. I have carefully re-read,
Twenty-seven ol tiie 32 Stales in
Orlando Cole, cellist—who are ' ond famous quartet. It i.s ol a his item regarding the Nick Bird jjre-« R niay be some time ere 11 The General Coune 1 of the Na- which there is organization of the
general favorites hereabout through more serious type and conceived i Ccal wagon drivers and the Hellier again brave his wrath. At any rate! tional League cf Women Voters League of Women Voters were renSummer r< Id
bockp it. on a more . ndi
style. II is j
cart As near as 4 can now j wm watch my stop and if I cant! meeting in emergency session in In- w enl d at the Em« rgencj CJo,
T*16* were
id lorn
rec
n
a “song ol teU j
p wr()1)g the first h— |h»
wffl endeavor to be careful.} (Manapoffs. has voiced the unant- meeting. Twenty-live of the State
g ive the prog am shown below fate." the cpinion strengthened in probnb]v another person in whom I And even at that I knew from this moip ccnviction that realization of League presidents were present. The
witli superb arti
Indeed, it that it contain the variations cn I had ccnfidence did the same> This experience that I will not receive the purpose of the League- to de- General Council is composed of the
set in
thin goes on that this “Death and tiie Maiden." Tiie ’ uersen did not tell me that Phil Lane any better treatment next time. But-velop an alcr’
eirs,, id In, critl- National board
1
group play inure and more beau first movement of tin, quarnt is never worked fcr the Helliers, but Iree is just, even if harsh when ired.' cal body of citizens—is of more, not ■ state League president ami ortifully, their wotk takes on greater one of Schubert, greatest pcenis, oid tell me that he did not drive'
less, importance because ol the dan- delegate from each State League
A. Jay see
depth, more ubtle interpretation, arising cut of an incredioly pro the scap wagon. Iree has not said
gt*r to cur national existence as a
Union, Jan. 16.
Shakers of Plastic
and more finished technique. It found intuition.
self
governing free people that
that he did either. So I must con
Salt
and
pepper shakers made of
is an experience to hear this en
comes from the war.
Schubert, tco, was born in Aus fess that Iree has got me this time
' plastic won’t corrode, won't break,
By
Motor
Sunday
semble.
tria, in Vienna, that city of song.
Tiie Council has committed itself won’t release their contents until
I have delayed answering Iree’s
Quartet in D Minor.
Haydn And he, too. was a prodigy, taught
to "reaching a larger public than they’re pressed with the finger.
blast while awaiting partial recovery
A'legro
Andante o Pluttosto allegretto
Menuctto
Vivace as-at
I.a oraclon del torero,
Turina
Quartet in O minor < "Death
and the Maiden"),
Schubert
Allegro
Andante eon moto
Scherzo
Presto

a.s a mere child violin playing and i from shell shock.

I have been play-

choir singing. At 10 he was first i fully brushing the air close to the
soprano in the church choir, and teeth of the buzz saw and the short
also at this period he was com- fuses cf Iree’s bombs and consid-,
posing song.s and small pieces. Ills ered myself an adept at such matlife w’ith t^ie exception of occa- ters. AL cne time for instance I
-icnal and momentary good for- - contradicted a Saturday Evening
When I hear the works of great tune was a continual battle for Pest feature article on old time
ma-ters I ant always impelled to a daily means of subsistence. His shipping losses cn the shoals of
d; i\
i-.ito biographical notes and I genius was highly prai.-cd by
the Cape Hatteras (1854) and got by
analytical articles, for there is so I leading musicians of that period, with it and have now a personal
much la the background from I even by B < h
n bu he was let, r from the editor of that mag
i’h. fi
e come thi -e wonderful I wretehedly
underpaid
by’
his azine acknowledging that I was
w .line-;.
II ydn>w. s bern 210 ; publishers, and his greatest works right.
y s' ago
in Austria. That is a j were almost wholly neglected. He
Now of course Iree will shout that
1 ng far.
ago. but Haydn's music ' had friends in plenty, fcr he was i I must have a wonderful memory
iem...: s e\ r lr -h and inspiring, ' of gen;. ’ a.rl buoyant disposiiion. to see back 21 years before I was
mid wT ever Hi ' c an ex; mple . and. owonderfully gifted. His i born. Yet we all remember that
of both symphonic and chamber i music is a never ending source of C.
Columbus discovered America
n.u ie form. Josef’s parents had ! wonder.
He
was
the
least in 1492. But reading is a pre12 children, thru o. whom became “.-choolcd" of all the great German egticus way of learning if the
r.iu. ;. i ns. Th.ee was always* mu- musicians, but this lack, was am- subjects are r.ot interesting in the
sic ,.i the II; ydn heme, the father ply compensated by^a keen musi- least to the reader.
.

cni.^.i:.-. ng

the family singing | cal

intuition

andinexhaustible

Or

Will Find NotSble Events At Bowdoin
and Portland

MUSIC l_OVerS

os the subject of the soap cart | songs mode fcr thisrecital

will

TODAY ON PAGE FOUR

men attached

to

either

the

Army or Navy bases in the State.

stamps as little as 10 cents up.

Officers-clect of Picneer Grai.
East Union and Seven Tr
Orange of Union were jointly i
stalled Wednesday in Union
George Mower of Bangor
ctaff

\

SPINACH GREEN SHEETS...
AND UNIFORMS WERE ADOPTED FOR OPERATING ROOM USE

IN THE BARNES HOSPITAL INST. LOUIS' THLV REFLECT LESS

GLARE IN SURGEONS EVES, REPORTS THE BETTER VISION INSTITUTE.'

cf

officers

which

inclucb

Mrs. Lena Knapp Master of Ri-<
side Grange of Brewer, rega
bearer, Mrs. Mae Keeler, lectu
of Penobscot Pomona Gran;
emblem bearer. Mrs.
Deln
Hainin, lady assistant steward
Queen -City Grange of Bane
cbaplain. Mrs. Edna Morse. B
”cr, Ceres of Penobscot Ponv
Grange pianist. Miss Priscilla Ri
of Queen City Grange of Bane
The work was effectively do
and many words of praise wi
heardt. Mrs. Knapp presented wh
carttitidYriflhks to the two old)
members present^E. E. Light

WHEN SHEDDING THEIR
SKINS,SNAkESARf BUND.’
THEIR EVFLIDS BECOME
OPAQUE lN THE PROCESS
WITH A NEW HARDENED SAI f TV
SHOOTING STARS APPEAR TO
GLASS
. VOU CAN DRIVE A NAIL
HAVE TAILS BECAUSE THE SEN
into
a
Pine board using
SATION OE LIGHT LINGERS FOR
A FRACTION OF A SECOND.

SPECTACLES AS A HAMMER.'

Benjamin Jones, Mr. Jones
never missed an Installation sij
he joined the Grange over 60 yej
ago. and although his eyesi
has failed him he can still h«
and enjoy the meetings.
Supper was served, after wi
a sh-ert program w’as present
Visitors were present from W
mouth Grange of Thomast
Evening Star of Washing ti
White Oak of North Warren, a
Boothbay.

PLEASE

-----------------------------

face to face witli new methods.
Chemical Research Slumps
special enrollment and instruction' World activity in chemical ro
search has slumped about 13 per
of its members, and with a new de cent since outbreak of the European
war.
Music lovers willing to make a termination.”
The Council has also directed atcomfortable motor trip Sunday
New Method Treating Wood
have rich fare to choose from. At tention tc new problems of loc'.i,
government and pledged itself to
A new method of treating wood
Eowdoin College at 5 p.m., a pro
, .............
, .
. has made it possible to mold oak
evpn 1q welrf
pjpces
gram of organ music from the works “use its faculties to devise ways and ,
cf Johann Sebastian Bach will be
played by Robert W. Woodworth at
the College chapel. At 8 o'clock
the 183d anniversary of the birth
cf Robert Burns will be observed
in a concert to be given in the
Moulton Union, Bowdoin College
The singers will be Miss Georgia i
Thomas cf Portland. Jchn Edwar 1
Afilliams Jr. and Llcyd Rcbbins,
Knight, both of Bowdoin College.,
Prof. Frederic Tillotson will collabo
rate in the program.
The selection cf Robert Burns’

The way The Courier-Gazette Want Ads get results will
please you. What’s more, you'll cet them more cheaply
than any ether way. And that will please you some more!
Voa can't beat ’em—whether you want to Buy, Trade,
Rent or Sell.

Call 770—Ask For An Ac-Taker!

CONSERVE TIRES—ENGINE

The Pioneer officers instal
were: Master James Doman ov
seer. Harold Layr; lecturer. Mi
Berry; steward, Allen Young;
slstant steward- Rodney Nor wo
chaplain, Hazel Yeung; treasu
George JPayson; secretary. Ben
Young;
gate keeper. Mar
Young; Ceres, Amelia Dorm
Pomona. Lura Norwood; Flora,
Merrifield; lady assistant stewn
Ruth Norwood.
Seven Tree officers are: Mas

David Carroll; overseer, Che
Butler; lecturer, Muriel Butl
steward, Donald Calderwood;
ristant steward, Melvin Gleas
chaplain. -Edith Bowes; treasu
Ralph ©aj-ward’; secretary. Be;
Carroll;
gate
keeper, Bur?
Cramer; Ceres, Ariel Danfo
Pomona, Agnes Day; Flora, G«
gia
Norwood;
lady
assist

steward,

-TRANSMISSION - EVERY
VITAL PART
Chevrolet’s new "Car Conservation
Plan" is designed to help you keep

your car serving faithfully for the dura
tion, and invites your cooperation on
the following points: (1) Observe the
simple, fundamental, thrifty rules of car

be

on tiie harp which he played by ! re.sources of melody. He wrote over andthe ccal wago nwritten by a ‘ sung to tbe airs for wbicb tbey
ear.
Josef's musical aptitude
songs for solo voice alone and past master in the art of telling were originally wr tten, designed to
showed itself at the age of five, , heaven knows how many similar ■ good stories, if these articles ore illustrate the range and scope of
and at that age he was put into I stngs have gone into oblivion, as i read for amusement. Chiefly the Eurns’ best work. These should be
th? (.r. of a gcod musician who ; Schubert wrote them in inspira- 'reader is very likely to get things of unusual interest in that the airs,
t? u-'ht
bey elt.nentary
tion on a shirt cuff, a restaurant i
with the original figured-basses by
iu ticn. taught
him Latin, and | menu, a scrap of paper—on any- Worth only about 53 guldens (less Stephen Clarke and ether early
singing, to play the violin and thing handy by a'nd then passed than $25).
musicians, are diff cult to obtain,
• • • •
other instruments. At eight years them around as a pretty compli- !
since the song-bccks are old. costly,
The Turina number made a hard to secure, and rarely found
1; ■ went to Vienna and bes.des the ment to friends as casually as one
daily service as chorister for St. could ever imagine. His chamber tantalizing sandwich filling for in American libraries.
Stephen . young Josef spent two music remains as some of the most Haydn and Schubert. From the Nor have the authentic airs
a modern Spanishwriter. < fOand t,bejr way jnto modern edit'en
hours daily in choir practice. exquisite ever written, and his Pcn
composition presents a wide fr gcots £onss seme cf the sen"'
. udied religion. Latin, writing and other composition range over a
arithmetic; he also received in- wide form of subjects. When we scope in color from muted strings haye probably not been presented
st uction in singing, cn the violin note how prominently his music and plaintive melody to daring pubiicjy for abcut 123 years. Both
end harp>'iehord, harmony and is featured teday on programs of vibrant rush and back to muted the organ rec tai and the Burns
< up -Ticn. although in these every type, it is with sadness that strings once more. It is a stirring concert are open to the public,
latter two subjects he was taught we remember that he died in ab work and the Quartet play it witii admission free*
jn portiard jn iprye Hall The
indifferently
by
an
indifferent ject poverty, his entire estate sensitive interpretation. From their ,
.... - ii
i ■ - i—, ,
modern repertoire, this Turina ‘ Curtis string Quartet opens on
number is one of their very finest Sunday the first concert in the
presentations.
series of three comprising the an* * * *
nual Chamber Music Festival sponPortland has some fine musical fQred fey th<? Rxssin. club
“It would be
attractions booked for the future, j
Richard Crooks, noted Metropoli
Violators of the new Anti-Noise
tan opera tenor, will be heard in law’ in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, will
awkward” she
concert under the auspices of the no longer receive the usual polite
Portland Community Concert As warnings, but wiil spend eight days
said. “I’m alsociation in City Hall auditorium in jail.
on Feb. 4. The second regular
ready mar
program in the Winter series of
the Portland Symphony Orchestra ,
ried—to Bruce
under Dr. Russell Ames Cock, will
Hit Them Where It Hurts
be heard Feb. 11, also at City Hall.
On Feb. 27 the Portland Women’s
Harcourt.”
Chorus will make its first concert
.... BUY BONDS!
appearance of the season in an ,
But Janice wasn’t married. Bruce heard her
all-American program under the ,
strange statement, however, and insisted on an
direction of John White Thomas. I
immediate wedding to he rid of Ned Paxton, her
Mrs. Marion Haskell Brosseau,
fiance from whom she fled to Alaska. And that
80 Grant street, Portland, chair
really was awkward. Even in the north wilder
man of the defense committee for
the Maine Federation of Music i
ness, life can be pretty complex what with love
clubs, is already receiving requests
and death and mystery.
from various service units in the
READ AND ENJOY
State asking for phnographs and
I records, upright pianos and popuMake no mistake—this is a life
[ lar songs. Mrs. Grace M. Strcut
or de^th struggle. Men are dy
r of 51 Masonic street, Rockland,
ing in your defense. Dying that
has been named a member of Mts.
America may be safe!
Brosseau’s committee, and un
doubtedly will be able to place
Give our fighting men the
through co-operaticn with Mrs.
guns, the planes, the tanks they
Brcsseau any of these requested
need! Bonds buy bombs. Ev
articles, if such contribution is
ery dime, every dollar you put
made. The program of the defense
into Defense Bonds and Stamps
^ committee will be to furnish muis a blow at the enemy. Hit them
/ sical instruments cr pregrams, to
EMILIE LORING
where it hurts — buy bonds!
' h contribute concert tickets, and to
©w.n'u. SERVICE
Bonds cost as little as $18.75 up—
---- — provide musical opportunities for
I the

ever in its history, reaching them j

y

East Union and Union Orde
Induct Officers Jointly—
Praise For Work

care, such as keeping tires properly in

Hazel

Day;

execu

committee for three years. Alt
Goss.

TIRE CERTIFICATES

The following persons or fit
were issued- certificates to p
chase tires by the Kncx Cou
rationing board for the per
ending Jan. 24;

Edward A. Alden. Union.
John C. -Morse. Thomaston
Dr. Walter D. Hail. Rocklam
Armour «fe Company. Rock lar

flated, checking battery, water, oil, etc.

Russell W. Staples. Rockport

... (2) Get a simple service "check-up”
at your Chevrolet dealer’s now, and

Clarence Lunt, Cuuhing
Warren Garage. Warren

Ralph E. Harmon. Union

avoid major troubles later. ... (3) See

Alice E. Yates. Camden

your Chevrolet dealer regularly, be
cause periodical "check-ups^’ cost little,
while neglect brings big repair bills.

Snow Shipyards, Inc.. Rocklii

.. . Remember—your car also serves in
"America’s Victory Program." Keep it

Offices of the rationing be
in the second floor corridoj
the Post Offlce building and
open dlaily. except Sunday, f,

are

9 a. m. to 4

p. m.

serving well by keeping it well serviced.

KIWANIS
GLEN CO
CHEVROLET DEALERS SPECIALIZE IN

THESE ’’CONSERVATION SERVICES’’

for All Makes of Cars and Trucks
1. TIRE SERVICE (to conserve rubber).
2. RADIATOR

(to safeguard cooling

system).

Tomorrow
Public
BUD CLA

Benefit Dinner Pro.ic

PO!

3. LUBRICATION (to conserve mo
tor, chassis).

(to preserve lining, etc.).
5. MOTOR TUNE-UP (to conserve
engine and fuel).

4. BRAKES

6. CARBURETOR AND
PUMP (to save fuel).

FUEL

7. STEERING AND WHEEL ALIGN
MENT (makes tires last longer—
conserves rubber).
8. BODY AND FENDER REPAIR.

“STEA
OF THF.

9. CLUTCH, TRANSMISSION, REAR
AXLE.
10. HEADLIGHT AND ELECTRICAL
CHECK-UP.
11. SHOCK ABSORBER SERVICE.
12. PAINTING, REFINISHING,
WASHING, etc.

Pre

SEE YOUR LOCAL
CHEVROLET DEALER FOR SERVICF

MOBILE NATION

STRONG NATION

Or sent

MRS. JOH

SEA VIEW GARAGE, ING
6S9 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

420 MAIN STREET
Office of

TEL. 1250

